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Financial Highlights 2007
Rupees in million

2007

2006

Profits
Operating profit
Profit before taxation
Profit after taxation

6,222
2,300
2,681

4,475
3,347
2,250

+
–
+

39.02%
31.29%
19.16%

12,266
143,037
100,780
182,172

11,053
131,839
99,179
166,033

+
+
+
+

10.97%
8.49%
1.61%
9.72%

Information per ordinary share
Earnings (Rs.)
Cash dividend (Rs.)
Stock dividend (%)
Net asset value at year end (Rs.)
Market value at year end (Rs.)

8.92
1.50
35.00
40.80
99.75

7.48
1.00
50.00
55.16
104.95

+
+
–
–
–

19.25%
50.00%
30.00%
26.04%
4.95%

Capital adequacy ratio (%)

12.25

10.93

+

12.08%

Balance Sheet
Shareholders' funds
Deposits from customers
Advances to customers
Total assets

Change
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Pakistan's Economic Profile
GDP-Growth

Foreign Trade

(Percentage)

Literacy (%)

54

28.58
5.0

16.98

64

16.45

Life expectancy (years)

7.5

20.60

199

2006

2007

14.39

Population density (people / sq. km.)

15.59

1.8

12.31

Population growth (%)

12.22

158.17

11.16

Population (Million)

(US$ billion)
10

10.34

796,100

9.14

Land area (sq. km.)

30.54

Key country statistics

2.5

2003-04*

2004-05*

2005-06*

2006-07*

6.4
5,251
5,640
4.6
(3,279)
1,811
12,328
57.57
70.90

8.4
6,123
6,450
9.3
(4,515)
(1,534)
12,626
59.34
72.14

6.6
7,129
7,594
7.9
(8,442)
(4,999)
13,137
59.83
76.47

7.0
8,226
8,707
7.8
(13,564)
(7,094)
15,611
60.61
81.70

Major economic indicators

2003

2004

2005

2006

2002

2007

324
4,282
12.7
74.6
2.1

2005

Selected Contribution to GDP

(US$ billion)

493
4,950
13.3
67.8
2.0

Exports

(Percentage)
20

15

8.45
4.99

6.27

6.59

6.48

2.43

05

1.58

13,772
4,033

5.22

9,989
2,766

4.15

7,450
2,013

4.76

5,279
1,357

4.5

KSE 100 index - points
Market capitalization (Pak Rs. billion)

5.84

6.9

10

Stock market - at fiscal year end

* Pakistan's fiscal year starts on July 1 and ends on June 30
00
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2002

2003
Agriculture

2004

2005

Manufacturing

2006
Services

2007

8.55

195
3,660
11.3
70.2
1.9

2004
Imports

Foreign Exchange Reserves
131
3,043
10.5
65.8
1.2

2003

9.97

Networth of the banking system (Pak Rs. billion)
Total assets of the banking system (Pak Rs. billion)
Capital adequacy ratio (%)
Advances/Deposits ratio -%
Return on Assets (after tax) -%

2002

15.51

Banking system - at fiscal year end

0.0

14.01

GDP Growth (%)
GDP - at current factor cost (Pak Rs. billion)
GDP - at market prices (Pak Rs. billion)
Inflation (%)
Trade balance (USD million)
Current account balance - ex. official transfers (USD million)
Foreign currency reserves - year end (USD million)
Exchange rate - year end (USD)
(Euro)

0.1
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04
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Pure banking pleasure

Yesterday, today & tomorrow

16 Years of Banking
Askari Bank was incorporated in Pakistan on October
9, 1991, as a public limited company. It commenced
operations on April 1, 1992, and is principally engaged
in the business of banking, as defined in the Banking
Companies Ordinance, 1962. The Bank is listed on the
Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad Stock Exchanges and
its share has consistently remained amongst the highest
quoted in the banking sector in Pakistan.
Askari Bank has expanded into a nation-wide presence
of 149 branches, including 14 dedicated Islamic Banking
Branches, and an Off-Shore Banking Unit in Bahrain.
A shared network of over 2,670 online ATMs covering
all major cities in Pakistan supports the delivery channels
for customer service. As at December 31, 2007, the
Bank had an equity of Rs. 12.3 billion and total assets
of Rs.182.2 billion, with over 751,000 banking customers,
serviced by our 5,896 employees.
View of Askari Bank's Head Office in 1992.
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Our vision lets tomorrow show itself a little early

Vision & Mission
Vision

Objectives

Strategic Planning

Code of Ethics and Conduct

To be the Bank of First Choice in the Region

• To achieve sustained growth and
profitability in all areas of business.

• To comprehensively plan for the future
to ensure sustained growth and
profitability.

Askari Bank seeks to maintain high standards
of service and ethics enabling it to be perceived
as impartial, ethical and independent. In
addition to the general guidelines, the following
are the salient features of the Bank’s code of
ethics and conduct.

Mission
To be the leading private sector bank in
Pakistan with an international presence,
delivering quality service through
innovative technology and effective human
resource management in a modern and
progressive organizational culture of
meritocracy, maintaining high ethical and
professional standards, while providing
enhanced value to all our stakeholders, and
contributing to society.

• To build and sustain a high performance
culture, with a continuous improvement
focus.
• To develop a customer-service oriented
culture with special emphasis on
customer care and convenience.
• To build an enabling environment,
where employees are motivated to
contribute to their full potential.
• To effectively manage and mitigate all
kinds of risks inherent in the banking
business.
• To maximize use of technology to ensure
cost-effective operations, efficient
management information system,
enhanced delivery capability and high
service standards.
• To manage the Bank's portfolio of
businesses to achieve strong and
sustainable shareholder returns and to
continuously build shareholder value.
• To deliver timely solutions that best
meet the customers’ financial needs.
• To explore new avenues for growth and
profitability.

• To facilitate alignment of the Vision,
Mission, Corporate Objectives and with
the Business Goals and Objectives.
• To provide strategic initiatives and
solutions for projects, products, policies
and procedures.
• To provide strategic solutions to mitigate
weak areas and to counter threats to
profits.
• To identify strategic initiatives and
opportunities for profit.
• To create and leverage strategic assets
and capabilities for competitive
advantage.

• Presence of a corporate culture that seeks
to create an environment where all persons
are treated equitably and with respect.
• Employees must carry out their
responsibilities in a professional manner
at all times. They must act in a prudent
manner and must avoid situations that
could reflect unfavorably on themselves,
the Bank or its customers.
• Employees must commit to the continued
development of the service culture in which
the Bank consistently seeks to exceed
customers’ expectations. Fairness,
Truthfulness and Transparency govern our
customer relationships in determining the
transactional terms, conditions, rights and
obligations.
• Employees must safeguard confidential
information which may come to their
possession during the discharge of their
responsibilities. Respect for customers'
confidential matters, merits the same care
as does the protection of the Bank's own
affairs or other interests.

• Employees must ensure that know your
customer principles are adhered by
obtaining sufficient information about the
customers to reasonably satisfy ourselves
as to their reputation, standing and the
nature of their business activities.
• Employees must avoid circumstances in
which their personal interest conflicts, or
may appear to conflict, with the interest of
the Bank or its customers. Employees must
never use their position in the Bank to
obtain an advantage or gain.
• Employees must not enter into an
agreement, understanding or arrangement
with any competitor with respect to pricing
of services, profit rates and / or marketing
policies, which may adversely affect the
Bank's business.
• Employees must not accept gifts, business
entertainment or other benefits from a
customer or a supplier / vendor, which
appear or may appear to compromise
commercial or business relationship.
• Employees must remain alert and vigilant
with respect to frauds, thefts or illegal
activities committed within the Bank
premises.
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Corporate Information

Management

Board of Directors

Company Secretary

Entity Ratings

Management Committee

Rana Shahid Habib, EVP

Hafeez ur Rahman Quraishy

Country Head - Inspection & Audit

Area Manager - Quetta

Lt. Gen. Imtiaz Hussain

Mr. A.J. Mubbashar, FCA

Long Term: AA

President & Chief Executive

Mian Muhammad Sharif

Chairman

Lt. Gen. (R) Zarrar Azim
Brig. (R) Muhammad Shiraz Baig
Brig. (R) Asmat Ullah Khan Niazi

Short Term: A1+

Auditors
A. F. Ferguson & Co.
Chartered Accountants

Brig. (R) Muhammad Bashir Baz
Brig. (R) Shaukat Mahmood Chaudhari

Legal Advisors

Mr. Kashif Mateen Ansari

Rizvi, Isa, Afridi & Angell

by PACRA

Chairman

Chief Risk Officer
Group Head - Treasury & International Banking
Group Head - Consumer Banking Services
Group Head - Corporate and Investment
Group Head - Operations
Chief Financial Officer
Country Head - Human Resource Division
Regional General Managers

Mr. Zafar Alam Khan Sumbal

Credit Administration

Malik Asad Ali Noon, EVP

Shahid Ahmed

Regional General Manager - North

Chief Economist & Country Head - Strategic Planning

Haseeb Saulat, EVP

Farooq Abid Tung, SVP

Area Manager - Islamabad

Country Head - Agricultural Credit

Tariq Mahmud, SVP

Hassan Aziz Rana, SVP

Area Manager - Rawalpind-I

Legal Affairs

Mian Shamim Ahmed

Syed Hasan Sajjad, SVP

Area Manager - Peshawar

Country Head - Operations

Qaiser Iqbal Khan

Muhammad Ahmad Khan, SVP

Area Manager - Rawalpindi-II

Country Head - International

Head Office

Nauman Bashir Khan, SVP

Shaharyar Ahmad

Country Head - Electronic Technology

Mr. Muhammad Afzal Munif, FCA

Registered / Head Office

Mr. Muhammad Najam Ali, FCA

AWT Plaza, The Mall,

Mr. Tariq Iqbal Khan, FCA

P. O. Box No. 1084,

M. R. Mehkari, SEVP

Regions / Areas / OBU

Group Head - Treasury & International Banking

Rawalpindi, Pakistan.

Ejaz Ahmed Khan, SEVP

Agha Ali Imam, SEVP

Regional General Manager - Central

Group Head - Consumer Banking Services

Sajjad Ahmed Qureshi, EVP

Mohammad Arif Mian, SEVP

Area Manager - Lahore-I

Fax: (92 51) 9272455

Chief Risk Officer

Khawaja Shaukat Iqbal, EVP

E-mail: webmaster@askaribank.com.pk

Tahir Aziz, SEVP

Area Manager - Lahore-II

Group Head - Corporate & Investment Banking

Website: www.askaribank.com.pk

Tahir Yaqoob Bhatti, EVP

S. Suhail Rizvi, EVP

Area Manager - Faisalabad

Group Head - Operations

Sajjad Ali Sheikh, SVP

A.J. Mubbashar, EVP

Area Manager - Multan

Chief Financial Officer

Mushtaq Ahmad, SVP
Area Manager - Gujranwala

(NIT Nominee)

Mr. Shaharyar Ahmad
President & Chief Executive

Audit Committee
Brig. (R) Asmat Ullah Khan Niazi

Tel: (92 51) 9063000

Chairman

President & Chief Executive

Brig. (R) Muhammad Shiraz Baig

Registrar & Share Transfer Office

Mr. Kashif Mateen Ansari

THK Associates (Private) Limited

Vadiyya Asif Khan, EVP

Ground Floor, State Life Building # 3,

Israr Ahmed, EVP

Nazimuddin A. Chaturbhai, SEVP

Risk Management Committee

Dr. Ziauddin Ahmad Road, Karachi-75530

Country Head - Establishment

Regional General Manager - South

Mr. Kashif Mateen Ansari

P. O. Box No. 8533, Karachi.

Rehan Mir, EVP

M. Jaffer Khanani, EVP

Country Head - Treasury

Area Manager - Karachi-I

Tel: (92 21) 5689021, 5686658, 5685681

Khalid Mohammad Khan, EVP

Saifur Rehman Khan, EVP

Country Head - Compliance & Data

Area Manager - Karachi-II

Fax: (92 21) 5655595

Hashim Khan Hoti, EVP

Nehal Ahmed, EVP

Country Head - Islamic Banking Services

Area Manager - Karachi-III

Moghis Bokhari, EVP

Niaz Mohammad, SVP

Country Head - Human Resource

Area Manager - Hyderabad

Chairman

Mr. Zafar Alam Khan Sumbal
Brig. (R) Muhammad Shiraz Baig
Mr. Mohammad Arif Mian

Chief Credit Officer

Naeem Ilyas
Head - Offshore Banking Unit, Bahrain
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What we stand for
What our VISION is

To be the Bank of First Choice in the Region

What we THINK

The art of banking is about creating the balance

What our VALUES are

Commitment

Integrity

Fairness

Team-work

Service

What is our

Customers

Investors

Regulators

Our People

Communities

COMMITMENT

Passionate about our

A distinctive

Exemplary

Caring for our people Dedication towards

to stakeholders

customers' success,

investment, delivering

compliance,

and helping them

social development

delighting them with

outstanding

governance and

to grow

and improvement in

the quality of our

performance,

business ethics

service

superior returns

quality of life

and value

Our vision to be the Bank of first choice in

We have fully automated transaction-

the Region demands continuous strive for

processing systems for back-office support.

creation of business opportunities with
innovation while maintaining our core

Our values

Our customers

Our regulators

Our communities

Our branch network is connected on-line

Integrity is the most valued standard in

real-time and our customers have access to

Knowing our customers and their needs is

We firmly believe in regulatory discipline

We fully recognize our corporate social

whatever we do. We understand that our

values to meet our commitment to all our

off-site as well as on-site ATMs, all over

the key to our business success. Our products

and harmony of our corporate objectives

responsibility and our contributions to

commitment to satisfy customers’ needs

stakeholders.

Pakistan. Our Phone Banking Service,

and services are as diverse as our market

with regulatory framework. Our business

different areas of the social sector are aimed

must be fulfilled within a professional and

Askari TeleCare, and Internet Banking

segments. Our client relationship managers

methodologies are designed to ensure

to help improve the quality of life in our

ethical framework. We subscribe to a culture

The range of our products aims to serve

Facility allows customers to enjoy routine

are well equipped and well trained to provide

compliance with the directives of all our

country.

of high ethical standards, based on the

our diverse customer base that comprises

banking service from anywhere, anytime

the most efficient and personalized service

regulators.

development of right attitudes. The intrinsic

of corporates, SMEs, individual savers,

in the world. We also pioneered an e-

to the customers. Askari Bank is proud of

values, which are the corner stones of our

households, farmers. At the same time, our

commerce venture in Pakistan through a

its pioneering role in providing the most

corporate behavior, are:

people are constantly engaged in assessing

major retail distributor. Our mobile ATMs

modern and technologically advanced

customer needs and market dynamics to

are the first in Pakistan.

services to its 751,000 relationships.
•

Commitment

re-design our products to attain brand

•

Integrity

recognition and competitive edge. We are

•

Fairness

reshaping our portfolio of businesses by

•

Team-work

investing in higher growth areas, extending

•

Service

and developing our core competencies and
moving out of weak and non-core segments.
Technology has played a pivotal role in
meeting customer expectations, particularly
with respect to speed and quality of service.

Our people
We strongly believe that the interests of the
Bank and the employees are inseparable. At

Our investors

Askari we try to create a ‘we’ culture where
there is mutual trust and respect for each

We believe that the bottom line of any

other. We encourage ownership behavior so

business is creating shareholder value. To

that everyone feels responsible for the

gain their trust and confidence, we believe

performance and reputation of the Bank.

in providing our investors timely, regular

We are committed to develop and enhance

and reliable information on our activities,

each employee’s skills and capabilities

structure, financial situation and

through extensive in-house and external

performance. At the same time, we try to

training programs and job rotations.

give them one of the best earnings per share
in the banking industry of the country.
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The new identity is a living,
breathing symbol of a holistic
strategy and is based on the pillars
of people, relationships, partnership
and trust.

New Corporate Identity
Corporate identity is the business face in

above all our commitment to people. The

the market. The corporate identity creates

new identity is thus a living, breathing

an impression of the company without a

symbol of a holistic strategy and is based

single descriptive term. It is what comes to

on the pillars of people, relationships,

mind for a customer when they hear the

partnership and trust.

Our new identity is a firm statement
of our pledge to that change and
above all our commitment to people.

name of the company. A great corporate
identity can boost a business from the

The typeface used for the bank’s logo is

ground to the stratosphere. The logo serves

simple yet elegant. Without being overly

as the foundation of corporate identity. It

stylish, it makes a solid statement about the

is the image that represents company

bank, its approach to business while

without necessarily displaying the name or

maintaining the most critical aspect of any

product. A quality logo gives the customer

logo’s design, readability. This signifies

the feeling that the business is reliable and

ability of any text to be readable and

worthy of their patronage.

recognizable at first glance. The new
“askaribank” logo is distinctive and can be

Over the past fifteen years the banking

recognized instantly on sight. The use of

industry has witnessed tremendous growth.

all lower case letters and the use of “askari”

During this phase of commercialization

and “bank” as one word gives the logo a

Askari bank’s performance has been

unique identity, enabling it to stand out

remarkable. With the growing competition

from the crowd. The last two colors, orange

and changing environment, it became

and yellow, are used in a combination which

inevitable to change the brand and launch

is representative of a rising sun. The colours

a new corporate identity with an objective

themselves, aside from the positive

to project the bank’s image in a more

connotations of a rising sun, carry the joint

effective and impressive way on the national

properties of sunlight, joy, happiness, hope,

and international horizons.

wealth, energy and enthusiasm. The stylized
3D icon represents a positive link between

To cope with the market dynamics, the

the past, present and future of the bank.

which reflects a vision to significantly touch
the lives of each and every person whom
the Bank shares a relationship with as every
such person plays a key role in steering the
Askari Bank towards success. Askari Bank
is very serious and committed to translate
the values of our new identity into reality.
In that sense, this is a very significant

management and board of directors of
Askari Bank decided to change the name

But the promise that the Bank avowed today

of brand from Askari Commercial Bank

is not limited only to its customers,

Limited to Askari Bank Limited. The new

employees and shareholders. Our

corporate identity is a milestone which

commitment today is to the nation as a

represents the underlying values of the

whole, for we realize that our progress and

Askari bank resulted in its success to date,

that of the country is inextricably

as well as its look ahead towards an even

interwoven. We measure our success by the

brighter future. This entailed adopting best

degree to which we make a difference in

practices, enhancing our products, services

the lives of all people, our customers,

and branch network through a customer-

employees, stakeholders, partners, the

centric approach. Our new identity is a firm

banking industry at large and the wider

statement of our pledge to that change and

social community. The corporate identity,

moment for us because it represents more
than just a change in our corporate image.
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“When individuals change, society will change. And when society changes, the whole world will
change. The welfare of the individual is bound up with the welfare of society as a whole.”
(Greek Proverb)

Corporate Social Responsibility
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is

The organization's values are exemplified

Sports

undertaking the role of “corporate

in a range of corporate initiatives designed

citizenship”, ensuring that business values

to impact positively on the lives of its

• Pakistan Open Golf Championship 2007
(Asian Tour).

and behaviour are aligned to balance

multiple stakeholders. As a corporate

• Horse & Cattle Show 2007.

between improving and developing the

citizen, Askari Bank plays an active role in

wealth of the business and contributing

community development programmes

towards the improvement of society in an

through social services, support for non-

effective manner. This is made possible by

profit organizations, medical services for

joining hands with society through

employees, the promotion of sports and

participation in community welfare

educational initiatives. CSR is woven into

programmes that may, at times, go beyond

the fabric of daily operations at Askari bank.

the territorial limits of the Bank’s operations.

Our employees wholeheartedly contribute

Askari Bank is committed both to

to our commitment to develop the

sustainable business practices and its

organization, the communities in which we

responsibilities as a corporate citizen. At

function and the country.

• 13th Allama Iqbal Open Golf
Tournament 2007.
• 70th Punjab Games 2007.
• 9th Ordinance Centre Re-Union
Ceremony, inaugurated by the President
of Pakistan / Chief of Army Staff & Vice
Chief of Army.
• NWFP Badminton Championship 2007.
• 17th All Pakistan Multan Open Golf
Championship 2007.
• 1st Tour of Islamabad Cycle Race 2007.

Askari Bank we believe that Corporate
Social Responsibility is primarily about

Each year, Askari Bank contributes

conducting our business in a transparent

significantly to charities and community

and ethical way that enhances value for all

projects to help bring about a better quality

of our stakeholders but also by giving

of life to the less privileged in the

support to events that enhance the well-

community and enrich the lives of

being of the community.

Pakistanis through support for local arts,
education and sports. A caring corporate

• South Asia Swimming and Water Polo
Championships 2007.

• The Asia Central Zone Volleyball
Championship 2007 (India - Pakistan
Test Series).

citizen, Askari Bank has been actively

bank ensures that its business decisions are

making regular donations to charitable

linked to ethical values, are in compliance

institutions working for the promotion of

with legal requirements and convey respect

welfare and health such as the Aga Khan

for people, communities and the

Hospital, Shaukat Khanam Memorial

environment. Business operations are

Cancer Research Hospital, World Wildlife

conducted in a manner that not only meets

Fund (WWF) and Sargodian Spirit Trust.

• Polo Team representing Askari Bank in
the President of Turkey Polo Cup 2007.

has of business.

Sponsorships

• Pakistani team’s training for World
Games in China 2007.

Askari Bank is driven by the highest

Askari bank has demonstrated a leading

standards of corporate governance and

role in supporting a large number of

social responsibility. As a leading bank,

important activities and significant events.

Askari bank believes in building strong

Major activities in which the Bank

relationships with customers, partners,

participated as a key sponsor during 2007

employees and the communities in which

were:

but exceeds public expectations that society

70th Punjab Games 2007 powered by Askari Bank.

• Askari Bank ITF Pakistan International
Futures Tennis Tournament & 2nd
Pakistan - India Tennis Series 2007.

As a leading financial institution Askari

it operates.

Mr. Shaharyar Ahmad, President & CEO of Askari Bank receiving
souvenir from Gen. (R) Pervaiz Musharaf, President of Islamic
Republic of Pakistan on launching PTV New Channel.

Mr. Shaharyar Ahmad, President & CEO Askari Bank presenting
the sponsorship cheque to Lt. Gen. (R) Zarrar Azim, MD-AWT
and President Pakistan Squash Federation at the 5th COAS
International Squash Championship 2007.

• 5th COAS International Squash
Championship 2007.
• Askari Bank Presidents Cup Golf
Tournament 2007.

• All Pakistan Golf Tournament 2007.
• Garrison Open Tournament 2007,
arranged by the Lahore Garrison Golf
& Country Club, Lahore.

70th Punjab Games sponsored by Askari Bank.

NWFP Badminton Championship 2007 powered by Askari Bank.

• Sponsorship of Punjab Open
Tournament, organized by Gujranwala
Golf & Country Club, Gujranwala.
• All Pakistan Golf Championship at SRC
Golf Club Hyderabad.
• 4th TCF Golf Tournament, organized
by The Citizen Foundation.

Askari Bank ITF Pakistan International
Futures Tennis Tournament 2007
sponsored by Askari Bank.

• International Anti Corruption Day,
organized by National Accountability
Bureau.
Advertisement given in the newspaper
supplement on Independance Day.

Askari Bank sponsored National Polo
Team and Polo World Cup.
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Corporate Social Responsibility

Entity Ratings

Social

Education

Environment

• All Pakistan Music Conference 2007.

• 6th International Ghulam Ishaq Khan

• Campaign for planting of trees, organized

• Musical Event organizing by M/s Askari
Investment Management Limited.
• Jashan-e-Baharan 2007.
• Classical Music Heritage Event.
• Kashmir Festival 2007, organized by
MDA, Mirpur (AK).
• Independence Day Celebrations 2007
• Sponsorship of fundraiser dinner,
organized by NGO Sahil.
• Sponsorship of fundraising program for

Institute - Parliamentary Debates 2007.
• Sponsorship of dramatic production
called "DAYAR-E-ISHQ MAIN APNA
MAQAM PAIDA KAR" organized by
Grammar School.

by Corps Logistics, Lahore Cantt.
• Fund Raising Programme, organized by
Islamabad Floral Art Society.
• Development of Fountain at Garrison
Officers Mess, Lahore Cantt.

• Adoption of three schools situated in
Jacobabad through Pakistan Corporate

As the legend leads, Askari Bank’s

Philanthropy.

endeavours serve the crucial purpose of

• Annual Dinner of Old Hailians
Association.
• Sponsorship for event called "Dastaan

creating an awakening and getting others to
start thinking about socially responsible
behaviour. This is only possible if more and

poor patients, organized by Aga Khan

Goi", organized by The Citizen

more companies, and not just the large ones,

Hospital and Medical College Foundation

Foundation.

come forward to do their bit. The corporate

(AKHMCF).
• Sponsorship of the Emerging Political
Map of Asian Conference, organized by

• Sponsorship of Conference on "Glories
of Marketing", organized by Bahria
University, Islamabad.

sector must take a long-term view of this
matter as a prosperous community can only
benefit the corporate sector in return.

The Institute of Strategic Studies.
• Sponsorship of National Mushaira 2007.

Pakistan Credit Rating Agency Limited (PACRA) has rated Askari Bank Limited as follows:

Long term
Short-term

AA
A1+

Definitions by PACRA:
AA:
Very high credit quality. ‘AA’ ratings denote a very low expectation of credit risk. They indicate very strong capacity for timely payment
of financial commitments. This capacity is not significantly vulnerable to foreseeable events.
A1+:
Obligations supported by the highest capacity for timely repayment.
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President's Message
Balance Sheet Growth

687
2002

2003
Operating Profit

2004

2005

Net Profit Before Tax

2007

2002

Net Profit After Tax

143.04
100.78

131.84
99.18

83.32

69.84

61.66

85.98

118.80
2006

44.78

30.04

51.73

2,681

2,250

2,300

4,475
3,347

2,859
2,022

3,461
1,923

2,843

1,103

1,902

2,210

3,158

(Rs million)

1,595

Under the ambit of our new
corporate identity, I am
confident that Askari’s
management team will
continue to work with the
same zeal to accomplish our
collective vision – The Bank
of First Choice in the Region
and continue to strive for
every possible growth
opportunity adding value for
our stakeholders and for the
economy. I would also stress
here that whatever we have
achieved in 2007 would not
have been possible without
the patronage and support of
our valuable customers,
which we greatly appreciate
and acknowledge.

(Rs billion)

6,222

Profits

1,244
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2003

2004

Advances

2005

2006

Deposits

2007

Shareholder's
funds

Pakistan’s economy continued to maintain

attracting significant amounts of foreign

year – an increase of 39%. The profit before

the growth momentum it has achieved over

direct investment. In the process, large-

tax registered a decrease over the

the last five years; in fact, GDP growth

scale mergers and acquisitions have

corresponding year due to a 248% increase

accelerated to 7% in FY 2006-07. Compared

occurred with several key takeovers by

in provisions against non-performing loans

with other large emerging economies in

major foreign banks of domestic banks

and advances (NPLs) as a consequence of

Asia, this puts Pakistan as one of the fastest

during the last 2-3 years.

the change in SBP’s Prudential Regulations

growing economies in the region along with

vide BSD Circular No. 7 dated October 12,

China, India and Viet Nam. Moreover, on

Nonetheless, the year 2007 has also been

2007. However, profit after tax for 2007,

the back of robust growth in agriculture

rather tough for the banking industry as

increased by 19% over last year from Rs

and services Pakistan’s economic

the benefit of forced sale value (FSV) of

2.250 billion to Rs 2.681 billion giving

momentum should remain on track into

collateral was withdrawn by the State Bank

earnings per share (EPS) of Rs.8.92 which

the near-term future. The good

against all non-performing loans (NPLs),

shows a 19% increase from Rs.7.48 in the

performance has resulted from a

except housing finance, for calculating

previous year.

combination of generally sound economic

provisioning requirements. As a result, the

policies, on-going structural reforms and a

additional provisioning has eroded a

By the end of 2007, deposits had reached

largely benign international economic

significant portion of the profitability of

Rs.143.04 billion from Rs.131.84 billion at

environment, notwithstanding the high oil

the banking industry. However, since it is

end 2006, an increase of 8% during the year.

prices and the turbulence in financial

a one time event, hopefully banks would

Deposits are generally regarded as the life-

markets that began in late 2007.

be able to improve their profitability next

blood of the banking industry. In order to

year.

improve the deposit base of the Bank a

Over the last few years the performance of

Sustainable Long Term Deposit

the financial sector of Pakistan, too, has

With the grace of Almighty Allah, Askari

Mobilization Strategy has been devised. For

been impressive. The assets of the banking

Bank has continued successfully to maintain

this purpose a team of young and energetic

system have experienced significant growth

consistent and sustained growth during the

Business Development Officers (BDOs)

and operating performance has also

year 2007. The Bank’s operating profit

established last year is functioning very

improved substantially. Indeed, with its

(before provisions against non-performing

effectively. Gross advances increased by 5%,

growth and profitability, banking has been

advances and taxation) for 2007 stood at

to Rs. 108.19 billion as of December 31,

one of the major sectors of the economy

Rs.6.22 billion against Rs.4.47 billion last

2007 from Rs. 102.72 billion at the close of
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President's Message
Bank. At the end, an action plan for change

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

119.3

119.3

the Internal Control Systems Review has

97.3

authenticated the soundness and
effectiveness of the internal control systems

83.0

75.2

%

14.2

wherein some of the groups/divisions were

= 25.6

of the Bank. The Review further establishes
that all risk mitigants are in place and there
44.3

37.3

30.6

25.3

Structure was announced in January 2007

47.3

the 1st Layer of New Organizational

ntees

48.7

Guara

management. Thanks to Almighty Allah,

56.8

Im

development of the Bank. In this regard,

Export

.3%

14.4

strategic disposition and organizational

%
.6
22

40.2

83.32
61.66

51.73

GR
CA

= 24
ports

.9%
s = 11

92.0

Since then, a number of relevant initiatives

98.3

(Rs billion)

70.1

118.80

166
145
107

report related thereto also submitted to
Foreign Trade and Guarantees

of ten identified strategies.

have been undertaken with regard to the
%

85

GR
CA

.0
21

completed during the current year and

was finalized around the implementation
143.04

(Rs billion)
131.84

Deposits

(Rs billion)
182

Total Assets

70
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control systems of the Bank.

restructured or created for better operational

Over the last five years, Pakistan has

efficiency. The Compensation/Salary

witnessed phenomenal growth in consumer

Structure has also been aligned with the
market. Job Description Documents for

2002

2003

2004

Imports

Exports

2005

2006

2007

Guarantees

each unique role or position in the Bank
last year. Although the credit expansion

While socio-economic and macroeconomic

was under pressure, it remained well-

stability are key factors in the success of a

diversified and yielded better returns. The

business enterprise, the role of efficient

Bank’s non-performing loans (NPLs)

management and effective internal control

increased from Rs. 3.66 billion to Rs. 6.91

systems cannot be ignored. Askari Bank’s

billion mainly due to further downgrading

management has ensured effective

of a few large exposures. These loans have

In the present era of information and

mandate to prepare short, medium and long

computer technology, IT risk management

term business plans of the Bank and give

is another major challenge faced by the

substance to the vision of the Bank. I am

banking industry. Maintaining the

pleased to announce that Askari Bank now

availability, integrity and confidentiality of

has a well defined Strategic Plan for 2008-

information is critical for continued

management of the Bank’s assets and

2010 in place to achieve its longer- term

operational success. Askari Bank has made

been fully provided for upto December 31,

liabilities, effective control over operating

goals. The plan envisages a shift in strategy

arrangements for the purchase of a modern,

2007. Concrete efforts are now being made

expenses, introduction of market oriented

from the Bank’s traditional activities towards

state of the art Core Banking System (CBS)

for the regularization / recovery of the NPLs

products, customization of existing products

one that is more in keeping with changes

to ensure protection of information assets

as the Special Asset Management (SAM)

and strategic expansion of the branch

taking place in the industry in the country

owned and used by the Bank from all

Division has been established and is fully

network. As a result, Askari Bank’s

with a greater accent on consumer, SME,

threats, whether internal or external,

active pursuing recovery from defaulting

performance has shown consistent

Islamic and agricultural finance.

deliberate or accidental and to meet all

customers.

improvement during 2007.

have been updated. A performance
Management System based on well-defined
goals and responsibilities has also been
finalized. The new performance appraisal
system is expected to become fully effective
in the year 2008.
In continuation of the change management
process, Askari Bank reached another
milestone through the successful launch of
its new corporate identity during the year
2007. The change of name presented an
excellent opportunity for a fresh start for

regulatory and legislative requirements. In

the Bank, which would be a more apt
reflection of the Bank’s desire to continue

The banking industry in Pakistan has its

this regard, Askari Bank has also taken a

own peculiar pattern of risks. The

vigorous initiative to achieve compliance

fundamental responsibility of measuring,

with ISO 27001:2005 Information Security

monitoring and managing these lies with

Management System (ISMS) that is

the Bank’s management. To safeguard the

progressing currently towards an advanced

stakeholders’ interests Askari Bank’s Risk

stage and hopefully we will get ISO

Management Group is well positioned to

27001:2005 certification very soon.

Macroeconomic stability and consistency

Over the years, change at the organizational

in overall government policies have been

level becomes inevitable for keeping abreast

key factors resulting in the good

with developments in an ever-changing

performance of the Bank. Apart from these,

world. At Askari, management had initiated

the role of the regulators has been highly

a process of organizational restructuring

supportive. Under the active supervision

and change management in order to re-

of the State Bank of Pakistan, the financial

position the Bank with a new look to meet

design and implement internal control

soundness indicators of the financial system

the challenges of the 21st century. The

systems for an adequate risk management

During the year 2006 M/s BDO Ibrahim &

have strengthened substantially which

Askari Bank Strategy Conference was held

framework. This Group possesses highly

Co. – Chartered Accountants were engaged

include healthy profits, strengthening of

on July 13th to 15th July 2006 in Sri Lanka

skilled professionals to measure, monitor

to conduct a full review of the internal

the capital base and improving asset quality.

in which the senior management of the

and manage potential risks like credit risk,

control environment of the Bank and gap

market risk, liquidity risk, operational risk

analysis to evaluate the vulnerabilities of

and country risk.

the Bank’s internal systems The review was

specific gaps in the performance of the

to evolve with and adapt to the changing
environment and dynamic consumer needs.
We are hopeful that it will help in projecting
the Bank’s image in a more effective and
impressive way at both the national and
international levels.
In today’s competitive environment,
strategic planning driven by quality research
is of immense importance to achieve a
company’s short, medium and long term
goals. Last year, the Strategic Planning

banking. At Askari, we strongly believe in
the most modern, technologically advanced,
superior customer services and value added

Division was established and given a

bank participated to identify and analyze

are no material gaps/lapses in the internal

products. Revamping of the Consumer
Banking Services Group of the Bank during
2007 has started producing desired results.
The consumer banking service portfolio
has increased by 47% which is a very healthy
growth rate given the level of competition
in consumer finance. Askari Bank has
signed an MoU with the House Building
Finance Corporation to facilitate its
customers by offering Askari MasterCard.
I am also pleased to inform you that Askari
Bank is the only Pakistani bank to launch
the First Platinum Master Card, Awami
Card and Zarai Credit Card in Pakistan.
The agriculture credit schemes introduced
by the Bank continue to receive an
overwhelming response from the farming
community. Askari’s agriculture portfolio
has shown impressive growth in terms of
disbursements, number of borrowers and
outreach. New products for meeting farm
and non-farm credit requirements have
been introduced. The Zarai Credit Card is
the first ever credit card facility offered to
help the farmers. With the expansion in the
branch network in the suburban and rural
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President's Message
Mapping the global & local opportunities for our clients

areas, necessary steps have been taken to

and promoting the brand name of ‘Askari’

international organizations. At the national

was an extension of Askari’s management

impart quality professional education and

Finally, our Board of Directors has

increase the scope and functions of

in the Middle East market. I am also pleased

level, during the last three consecutive years

emphasis on its employees’ welfare. The

skills not only to the Bank’s staff but also

continued to take a keen interest in the

agriculture credit operations.

to inform you that Askari Bank has recently

Askari Bank has been awarded Consumer

idea of a Service Excellence Award was

nominees from other sister concerns.

affairs of the Bank and in the formulation

also opened a representative office in

Choice Award in the category of Best Bank

conceived for the first time in 2007 in the

During the year 2007, 154 internal training

of its policies. I would like to thank them

Islamic Banking is being recognized as the

Beijing, China. Askari’s management is very

for Retail Banking by the Consumers

history of the Bank. The feedback received

courses were conducted from which 4082

for the wise guidance and counsel they have

most vibrant financial service in Pakistan,

keen to open similar representative offices

Association of Pakistan. Askari Bank’s

from the employees suggests that this

individuals benefited, as compared to last

extended to management in conducting the

parallel to conventional banking. With the

in other highly dynamic centres of

contribution toward the adoption of best

initiative has enhanced the motivational

year’s figure of 114 courses with 2,272

affairs of the Bank.

passage of time, Shari’ah compliant products

international finance to capture business

market practices and corporate governance

level of Askari’s employees manifold. The

participants. To meet the training

such as Ijarah, Salam, Murabaha, and

opportunities with our international

has also been appreciated by the relevant

management is committed to give due

requirements of the staff, training policies

Diminishing Musharakah are gaining more

presence.

professional bodies. Corporate Excellence

recognition to the efforts that the staff and

are being revisited with an objective to give

Award by the Management Association of

employees render for the continued progress

every individual ample opportunities to

popularity and acceptability from the
community. In a very short span of time,

Askari Investment Management Company

Pakistan (MAP) and Best Corporate Report

and prosperity of the Bank. The new

improve his/her skills and professional

Shaharyar Ahmad

Askari Bank has established 14 full-fledged

(AIML), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the

awards from The Institute of Cost and

Performance Management System should

competence.

President & Chief Executive

Askari Islamic Banking branches in the

Bank, has shown very impressive results

Management Accountants in Pakistan

ensure a spirit of resolve and unity while

country offering a wide range of viable

during the year 2007. Askari Income Fund

(ICMAP) are a visible recognition of our

building a robust culture of service,

Under the ambit of our new corporate

Islamic financial options to our customers.

(AIF) has been given a 5 star rating - the

efforts.

ownership and responsibility that

identity, I am confident that Askari’s

strengthens our organization. HR policies

management team will continue to work

highest possible rating for any income fund
Strategic branch expansion and an

in the country by PACRA. This

Askari Bank recognizes its employees as a

have also been revisited for updating in line

with the same zeal to accomplish our

international presence are vital to exploit

achievement has put AIM’s income fund

prime asset and key contributors to the

with market norms.

collective vision – The Bank of First Choice

comparative advantage in today’s inter-

among the best income funds in the capital

performance of the Bank. It places great

dependent economy. Presently, in addition

market. Net Asset Value (NAV) of the fund

emphasis on the attraction, development,

To keep abreast with the advancement and

every possible growth opportunity adding

to 14 Islamic Banking branches, Askari

has increased from Rs. 3.18 billion to Rs.13.2

and motivation of its employees. It is their

technological development in the banking

value for our stakeholders and for the

Bank’s conventional branch network

billion exhibiting an increase of 415% over

hard work, dedication and firm

industry human capital enrichment through

economy. I would also stress here that

expanded to 135 state of the art branches

the last year.

commitment which has enabled the Bank

extensive internal and external training is

whatever we have achieved in 2007 would

across the country thereby providing a

in the Region and continue to strive for

to maintain a consistently good

inevitable. Askari Bank has its fully

not have been possible without the

complete range of customer services. At the

Quality services rendered to our valued

performance during the year 2007. In this

equipped Training Academies at Rawalpindi

patronage and support of our valuable

international level, our Offshore Banking

clients have been equally recognised by

regard, aligning the compensation/salary

and Lahore while a similar academy at

customers, which we greatly appreciate and

Unit at Bahrain is flourishing day by day

various renowned national and

structure of the Bank with market standards

Karachi is in the offing. These academies

acknowledge.
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Value Added Statement

Askari Bank’s Presence
2007

Rupees in thousand

2006
Percent

Rupees in thousand

Percent

Value Added
Income from banking services
Cost of Services

18,311,293
9,302,913

13,551,018
7,252,354

Value added by banking services
Non-banking income
Provision against non-performing assets

9,008,380
32,540
(3,921,741)

6,298,664
30,916
(1,128,513)

5,119,179

5,201,067

The art of reaching out...

Value Allocated
to employees
Salaries, allowances & other benefits

2,407,164

to providers of capital
Cash dividend
Bonus shares

450,975
1,052,275

47.0%

1,514,606

29.1%

200,433
1,002,166

1,503,250

29.3%

1,202,599

23.1%

to government
Income tax

(381,227)

-7.4%

1,096,881

21.1%

to expansion and growth
Depreciation
Retained in business

400,230
1,189,762

2007

339,606
1,047,375

1,589,992

31.1%

1,386,981

26.7%

5,119,179

100%

5,201,067

100%

2006

21%

23%

27%

29%

29%

31%

47%

To Employees
-7%

24

To Providers of Capital
To Government
To Expansion and Growth

BAHRAIN (OBU)
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2007 at a Glance

Learning
to win

Askari Mastercard joins hands with HBFC for strategic alliance.

Askari Bank’s 15th Annual General Meeting of the shareholders was held on March 29, 2007.

Mr. M.R. Mehkari, SEVP/GH Treasury, delivering talk to MTO Batch-XI, GB Module at NIBAF, Islamabad.

Mr. Shaharyar Ahmad, President & CEO
and Mr. A.J. Mubbashar, EVP & CFO on
eve of the Capital Markets Road Show at
London Stock Exchange, UK.

Presentation on “New Performance Management System” by the
consultants from Equity Exchange Trust at PC Rawalpindi.

President & Chief Executive in discussion with the participants of ISMS working group
training at Training Academy Rawalpindi.

Mr. A.J. Mubbashar EVP & CFO Askari Bank delivering a Presentation to the international investors at
Capital Market Road Show, London Stock Exchange, UK.

Mr. Agha Ali Imam , GH- Askari Bank, receiving
Best Consumer Banking Award 2006.

Lecture on “New Budgeting Model” to all Regional, Area and
Branch Managers of North Region at Blue Lagoon Hotel
Rawalpindi.

Askari Bank Limited will provide financial facilities to the customers
of EMAAR-DHA Islamabad and EMAAR-DHA Karachi projects.
Risk Management Committee of the Bank at Euromoney Training on
“Risk Management & Basel-II” at Bangkok, Thailand.
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Business and Operations Review
Business and Operations

Askari Bank continued to grow strongly in 2007 and posted

Corporate Banking

substantially higher earnings despite a highly competitive business

The Corporate Banking Division

environment. Although monetary tightening helped in containing

(CBD) was streamlined on the basis

inflationary pressures in the economy during fiscal 2006/07,

of clear criteria under which the

aggregate demand remained high as indicated by the GDP growth.

categorization of existing banking
relationships was identified and

The deceleration in private sector credit growth during 2007 was

accordingly relationship management

mainly due to net retirement by the sugar and cotton spinning

was consolidated from various

sectors and did not affect overall private sector activity in the
economy. Against the background of a highly competitive
environment, Askari Bank continually reviewed its policies
pertaining to its sectoral exposures to derive optimum competitive
advantage, maintain a conservative risk profile and achieve greater
customer satisfaction.
On the operations side, Askari Bank took various initiatives to
improve its ways of doing business. The significant ones included
a radical reorganization of its management structure and important
information technology initiatives. The primary objective of reorganization was to consolidate and align internal management
capacities to best serve each business segment. The information
technology initiatives were aimed to improve service quality
standards, strengthen the internal control environment and prepare
the Bank for future challenges.

Tahir Aziz

branches into three regional corporate
centres. The key objectives of this

restructuring include:
• Adopting a customized business approach through dedicated
Relationship Managers, who would be the customers' primary
point of contact within the Bank
• Improving the depth of business relationships and ability to
respond effectively to corporate clients' financial service needs
which continue to grow in complexity
• Improving the quality of the CBD team through training and
external recruitment
• Improving asset quality though a more focused business
approach and enhanced knowledge of the borrower, industry
analysis and more accurate reporting
• Shortening turnaround times
• Improving synergies between value-added investment banking,
cash management, Islamic and treasury products
• Implementing better risk management measures in line with
the Bank's risk policy and with the help of the risk management
function
• Growing the portfolio of corporate lending in line with the
Bank's asset-writing strategy aimed at optimizing risk,
profitability and pace of growth.

Corporate banking will continue to play a vital role in loan
syndications and structured financial transactions with the
objective of providing a range of corporate banking solutions to
the Bank's valued clients.
Products
• Loan syndications (arranger/co-arranger and lead manager)
• Structured finance
• Equity financing
• Working capital financing
• Corporate finance advisory services
• Debt swaps
• Balance sheet restructuring

Investment Banking
The Investment Banking Division (IBD) is responsible for
originating, executing and distributing all forms of investment
banking transactions ranging from syndicated loans to complex
structured and project financing transactions. Some examples of
products offered by the IBD include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic advisory
Privatization advisory
M and A advisory
Balance sheet restructuring
Syndications
Project finance
Structured finance
Islamic Finance
Private placements of debt and equity
Issuance and distribution of Term Finance Certificates, Sukuk
Bonds, and Commercial Paper
• Underwritings
• Capital market hybrid products

Although still a relatively young business, 2007 was an extremely
productive year for the Investment Banking Division, as it
successfully led and closed several high profile transactions. These
included:
• Mandated Advisor and Lead Arranger to raise over Rs.9 billion
for a 175 mw power project being set up by the Fauji Foundation.
• Mandated Lead Arranger for a 210 mw power project being
set up at Bhikki.
• Mandated Lead Arranger for a US$125 million offshore facility
for WAPDA.
• Lead Arranger for a US$50 million syndicated facility for
Pakistan International Airlines.
• Lead Arranger for the issuance of a Rs.2.5 billion rated listed
Tier II issue for Allied Bank Ltd.
• Mandated Lead Arranger and Advisor on syndicated financing
for Eden Housing Limited, a major real estate developer in
Lahore.
• Lead Arranger for a Rs.1.6 billion syndicated facility for Essem
Hotel Ltd., for the construction of an InterContinental chain
hotel in Islamabad.
• Joint Lead Arranger for Rs. 4 billion financing that raised by
Wateen Telecom (Pvt) Limited, a subsidiary of Warid telecom.
• Mandated Lead Arranger and Advisor on syndicated financing
for Magna Steel, an integrated steel plant located in Sind.
This list is a testament to the innovative transactions undertaken
by the Investment Banking Division that raise its business profile
as well as generate substantial fee income for the Bank.
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Business and Operations Review

Consumer Financing

Treasury and International
Operations

Advances and Credit Quality

• Foreign currency accounts

During 2007, the consumer services

• Foreign trade services (imports and exports)

Askari Bank's funded credit portfolio

offered by the bank were reorganized

The State Bank of Pakistan in line with

• Import and export financing

increased by 5.32% in 2007 to close at

by combining the consumer financing

a tighter monetary policy during the

• Travellers cheque issuance

Rs. 108.19 billion as compared to an

year increased the discount rate from

• Foreign remittances (demand draft/telegraphic transfer) inward

increase of 16% in 2006 as the Bank

and credit card businesses under one
umbrella and were renamed as the

9.50% to 10.0% and CRR, SLR

Consumer Banking Services Group
(CBSG). The reorganization is aimed
Agha Ali Imam

Products

to bring in business synergies and to
enable a more active sale of different

products within the same market segment.
Consumer financing offers mortgages, personal loans, credit cards
and business finance as the core products. The overall business
grew by 30% during 2007. The bank's debit card with the brand
name of ASKCARD registered an increase of 26% in the number
of cards issued. Also, the rupee traveller cheques float increased
by 148% during 2007. The Group is organised on a hub and spoke
basis and its hubs i.e. Rawalpindi, Peshawar, Karachi, Lahore,
Faisalabad and Multan, are now supported by 132 spokes i.e.
Consumer Banking Units (CBU) operating from the branches in
close proximity to the relevant CBCs.
Products
Credit Card
•

Platinum, Gold, Silver, Awami and Zarai Card

•

Balance transfer facility

•

Flexiable credit plan

•

AskCard (debit / ATM card)

•

AskPower (prepaid card)

•

Askari Bank's mortgage finance (home loans)

•

Askari Bank's business finance (business loans)

•

Askari Bank's personal finance

•

Smart Cash (running finance facility for consumers)

•

I-Net Banking (internet banking solutions)

•

Askar (auto loans)

•

Askari Touch 'N' Pay (on-line utility bill payment services)

•

Askari Value Plus (flexible deposit accounts)

•

Cash Management Services

•

Rupee traveller cheques

M. R. Mehkari

and outward

requirement in Pak Rupees from 5%

• Sale and purchase of foreign currency cash

to 7% and 15% to 18% respectively. To

• Issuance of guarantees and bid bonds

give incentives to the banking sector

• Handling of securities

to mobilize long term deposits, the State Bank withdrew the

remained watchful of the impact of
growth of risk assets on its capital
adequacy.
Vadiyya Asif Khan

• Offshore banking services

Credit portfolio of the Bank is well
collateralized. During the year, the Bank's non-performing

requirement of CRR on deposits of one year and above.

Offshore Banking Unit

advances increased to Rs. 6.9 billion from Rs. 3.6 billion in 2006
due to a further downgrade of certain large exposures.

To maintain its monetary stance, the State Bank conducted open
market operations at regular intervals in order to drain excess

The Askari wholesale operation in Bahrain continued to increase

Consequently, NPLs as a percentage of gross advances increased

liquidity from the financial system. At Askari Bank management

its contribution towards the overall earnings of the Bank during

from 3.6% to 6.4%. However, despite this increase, the percentage

took a number of measures to mitigate the risk associated with

the year.

remains within the overall industry average.

The OBU is on a constant lookout for opportunities to actively

During 2007, Askari Bank made net provisions of Rs.3,920 million.

participate in syndications and other trade business on the

Also during the year, the method of making general provisions

The Pakistan rupee started the year at Rs.60.91 to a US dollar and

international scene. The assets of the OBU showed a handsome

on its credit portfolio, other than the consumer portfolio, was

depreciated to Rs.61.75 towards the end of 2007. The depreciation

growth of approx 40% to close at US$ 81.30 million at end-2007

standardized, as explained in the audited financial statements. In

of the rupee was due largely to the demand of foreign currency

from US$ 58.03 million at end- 2006.

addition, the State Bank of Pakistan has amended prudential

the movement in interest rates and maintained an adequate level
of liquidity to meet any unforeseen events.

regulations for provisioning against advances vide BSD

during 2007 on account of the growing current account deficit.
The weighted average yield on benchmark 6-month T.Bills

The Bahrain operation remains active and also acts as a lookout

Circular # 7 dated October 12, 2007 thereby withdrawing the

for new business relationships in the international market.

benefit of Forced Sale Value (FSV) of collateral against non-

increased by 44 basis points from 8.8142% to 9.2584%, while the

performing loans and advances for provision (except for Housing

6-month KIBOR decreased by 63 bps from 10.63% to 10% during

Finance, Agri Finance and Mortgage Finance).The cumulative

the period under review.

provisions at the close of 2007 thus increased to Rs. 7.4 billion.
These provisions provide 107% coverage to the total NPLs as

The Bank's overall trade business during 2007 was mixed. Imports

compared to 97% last year.

in 2007 were Rs.119.3 billion, almost identical to the level reached
in 2006, while exports decreased from Rs. 97.3 billion in 2006 to

Products

Rs. 83.0 billion in 2007. However, guarantee business increased

• Term loans

by 19% to Rs. 44.3 billion from Rs 37.3 billion reached in 2006.

• Running finance/overdrafts
• Short term facilities for local trading

During this period the Bank's Treasury effectively organized itself

• Cheque purchase facility (foreign and local)

to increase its turnover with a view to developing a more

• Letters of Credit (local/international)

comprehensive trade/treasury book; it primarily focused on

• Guarantees

marketing to its corporate customers to cater to their diverse

• Cash finance/pledge loans

needs. The corporate desk is equipped to handle both large and

• Finance against Trust Receipts

medium sized corporate business and can successfully compete

• Stand-by Letters of Credit

with much larger treasuries.

• Financing against foreign bills
• Foreign currency financing

The human resource competency was enhanced by proper training
of the Treasury/Trade staff to meet the emerging challenges beside
establishing the centralized trade unit to cater to the trade business
needs of our valued customers.

• Export re-finance from the State Bank-Finance against Packing
Credit I and II
• Finance against imported merchan
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Agriculture Credit

Islamic Banking

Operations

Information Technology

In its fourth year of launching the

2007 was effectively the first full year

Achieving yet another milestone in its

Our strength in the area of information

Bank's agriculture credit finance

of operation for Islamic Banking.

“ Transform the Organization”

technology-based services has always

programme continued to receive an

During this year, eight additional

campaign, Askari Bank took the

been an edge in competition and has

overwhelming response from the

Islamic banking branches were opened

initiative of segregating its various

been a source of considerable strength

farming community. The positive

thereby extending our branch network

support functions from the Business

in the expansion and management of

outlook was the reflection of credit

to four new cities of Faisalabad, Sialkot,

Group, for greater efficiency and clarity

the customer base of the Bank. At

quality, expertise, and impressive
Farooq Abid Tung

performance in outreach and lending

Gujranwala, and Multan, in addition
Hashim Khan Hoti

volumes. The customer base increased
by 70% and overall portfolio size by 50% as compared to last year.
The Bank enhanced its deliverability and presence in the rural

technology which provides a range of

at Rawalpindi (North Region), Karachi (South Region) and Lahore

capitals as well as the Federal Capital.

(Central Region) to improve the operations of Foreign Trade &

end-2006 to Rs 4,556 million at end-2007. This was primarily due
to increase in earning assets, including Sukuk investments and
advances against Ijarah. Profit for 2007 is Rs 15.15 million as
compared to a loss of Rs 38.69 million for the previous year.

Operational activities through better control and efficiency.
Among others, the “Major functions of the Operations Group”
include:
• Effective functioning of the branches operations.
• Strengthening internal controls.

is another innovative technique of lending by way of discounting/

A comprehensive range of Islamic Banking products and services

• On-the-spot guidance to operations staff on all related issues.

purchase of cane procurement receipts and deferred payment

is being offered in the following areas:

• Improving upon the operational efficiency of branches with
ultimate goal to achieve 100% clean audit.

vouchers. In addition, targeted schemes for agricultural subsectors have been introduced for the construction of cold storages,
greenhouses and tunnel farming, fisheries, livestock, poultry,
orchards and floriculture. To reach the grass root levels, the Bank
is organizing farmers into groups / societies so that they may avail
approved agriculture credit facilities collectively or on an individual

ourselves with the most advanced

service delivery channels and higher customer satisfaction levels.

designated branches to 66 and the product range to 16.

facility for agricultural purposes in Pakistan. Asan Mali Sahulat

has been divided into Centralized

Nauman Bashir Khan

Foreign Trade Units and Regional Operations Offices established

and Karachi. The total network has

The total assets for Islamic Banking grew from Rs 650 million at

products like Zarai Credit Card which is the first credit card

S. Sohail Rizvi

now increased to 14 branches covering key cities and all provincial

sector by increasing its country-wide network of agriculture credit

The agriculture credit portfolio was diversified adding new

Askari our focus has been to equip

in the structure. The Operations Group

to enhancing our coverage in Lahore

• Islamic corporate banking
• Islamic investment banking
• Islamic trade finance
• Islamic general banking
• Islamic consumer banking

basis. Necessary measures are also adopted to cover the entire

Islamic Consumer Banking facilities include Askari Ijarah Bis

value chain credit requirements of agri-rural market effectively.

Sayyarah, Shariah Compliant Car Financing for new as well as
used cars. Askari Home Musharakah Finance provides financing

• Ensure compliance with bank’s own standard policies and
manuals as well those mandated by the regulators.
• Improvement in customer focus and to provide excellent
customer service without compromising on internal controls.
• Re-engineering of various operational processes to remove the
redundant steps and improve turnaround time.
• Prepare branches to welcome the “change technology process”
and a smooth transition.

In 2007, the Electronic Technology Division embarked upon an
ambitious programme of modernizing the IT of Askari Bank.
This programme seeks to introduce cutting edge IT best practices,
processes, tools, applications and more, enabling IT to be closely
aligned with business in terms of growth, efficiency, risk control
and compliance, thus creating an agile and lean technology
organization.
ETD was also reorganized and reconstituted in 2007, and IT
initiatives like a new state of the art Core Banking System and
Risk Management Software have been approved for acquisition
and implementation. Latest network technologies and solutions
including Fiber and WiMax were introduced to the Bank in 2007,
contributing to the bottom line by maintaining uptime, efficiency,
dynamic application functionality and risk control.
The ETD was also the driving force in 2007 to put the Bank on
the path to setting up an Information Security Management

The products

for buying, building and renovating homes, as well as converting

• Askari Kissan Evergreen Finance.

System and obtaining the internationally respected ISO 27001

conventional house mortgage loans into Shariah compliant

• Askari Kissan Tractor Finance.

certification which is expected towards the end of 2008.

financing.

• Askari Kissan Transport Finance.
• Askari Kissan Livestock Development Finance.

Askari Bank strictly complies with the Shariah principles and

• Askari Kissan Farm Mechanization Finance.

guidelines issued by the Bank's Shariah Advisor and the State

• Askari Kissan Aabpashi Finance.

Bank of Pakistan, Islamic Banking Department. All product

• Green House & Tunnel Finance.

offerings are duly vetted by our Shariah Advisor, Dr. Mohammad

• Farm Storage Finance.

Tahir Mansoori, an eminent scholar and recipient of the President's

• Model Dairy Finance.

Medal for Pride of Performance, as well as a Professor and Dean

• Gold Fish Finance.

of Shariah Law at the International Islamic University.

• White Pearl Finance.
• Murghban Finance.
• Samar Bahisht Finance.
• Gulban Finance.
• Asan Mali Sahulat
• Zarai Credit Card.

As awareness about Islamic Banking is spreading, a total of 18
banks have started offering it in Pakistan. The total assets of the
Islamic Banking sector have grown to about 3.5% of the banking
industry. It is expected that this figure will reach 12% over the
next five years. Askari Islamic Banking expects to exceed this
market trend.
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Our People

The Regulatory Environment and Minimum Capital
Requirements

Askari Bank's management sensing the challenges initiated a
comprehensive Change Management Programme with a view to

The year saw many initiatives on various policy and regulatory

improving the Bank's operational efficiency, to provide outstanding

issues impacting on the Bank's business. Inter alia, these initiatives

service to our valued clients. Some of the key areas that required

include implementation of Basel II, Prudential Regulation for

significant changes were organizational restructuring, business

Anti-Money Laundering, revised requirements for cash reserve

segmentation, internal operational controls, human resource

and statutory liquid assets and limits for significant investments.

management, information technology, branding and service
quality.

The State Bank of Pakistan's minimum paid-up capital requirement
of Rs. 4 billion as at December 31, 2007 has been complied with

As a part of the Change Management Programme, the Human

as the Board of Directors in their meeting held on February 21,

Resource Division has introduced several initiatives in the Bank

2008 have recommended a 35% bonus issue which will take our

related to compensation management, performance management,

existing paid-up capital of Rs.3 billion to over Rs 4 billion.

job description documents, employees communication, succession
planning and staff training and development. With these changes

Askari Bank and its management take full cognizance of the steps

in place the Bank would be able to develop, maintain and retain

being introduced by the State Bank to promote good governance

a highly trained and motivated workforce, capable of achieving

practices among banks and to establish effective anti-money

the Bank's strategic short and long term goals.

laundering processes in keeping with international requirements.

In order to enable our employees to manage the Bank's growth

Awards and recognition

without compromising on quality, the training academies at
Rawalpindi, Lahore and Karachi proactively developed and

During the year,

conducted training courses on a regular basis throughout the

Askari bank won The

year. These courses were designed on the basis of staff training

Best Consumer

needs assessment. During the year under review, 249 courses,

Banking Award 2006

workshops, skill development clinics and seminars in the disciplines

for the third

of diverse banking subjects were conducted, where 6,129 employees

consecutive year from

of the Bank participated.

the Consumer
Association of

Furthermore, due to the upward revision in staff compensation
and benefits the attrition rate in the year 2007 has shown a
downward trend and more former staff members are showing
their willingness to rejoin the Bank. These indicators exhibit the
increased level of staff motivation and satisfaction and are highly
encouraging auguries for the future.

Pakistan.

Great human
resource for
your smallest
human needs
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Financial Review
Non Performing Advances

Profit

NPLs and provisions against NPLs

The profit for the year significantly affected by certain oneoff factors, the major ones are a) additional provision of
Rs.2.7 billion against non-performing advances due to
change in SBP’s Prudential Regulations whereby benefit of
forced sale value (FSV) was abolished vide SBP, BSD Circular
No. 7 of October 12, 2007 and b) gain on sale of strategic
investment of Rs.2.1 billion. As such, these items should be
considered while analyzing the profitability.

During the year the NPLs increased by 89% to Rs. 6.91
billion as against Rs. 3.66 billion last year. This increase is
a result of further down grade of few large exposures besides
some new classifications. Proportionally, an amount of Rs.
3.92 billion was provided for against NPLs this year as
against Rs. 1.13 billion last year. The increase is mainly
attributable to additional provisions of Rs.2.7 billion made
as a consequence of the change in the Prudential Regulations
and overall deterioration in classified portfolio. It is worth
mentioning that a quantum leap increase in aggregate
provisions has made significant improvement in coverage
of NPLs to 107% from previous 97%.

-381
2004

2006

Taxation

80

5,620

Non Interest Income

70

3,370

4,503

4,566

(Rs million)

60

2,694

50

30

955

1,552

1,633

2,139

40

1,841
846

2007

Dividends

6,458

Retained Profits

2005

20
10
0

2002

2003

2004

2005

Net interest Income

2006

2007

Non-interest Income

The non-mark –up / non interest income recorded an
increase of 113% over last year. This rise is mainly
attributable to rise in investment income from Rs.122 million
in 2006 to Rs.2,361 million in 2007 entirely on account of
sale of certain strategic investments in shares. Other
components of non-fund income show marginal increases,
which is due to increase in guarantees business and overall
increase in banking operations, except for dividend income
which increased by 25%..

102.72
2004

2005

Gross Advances

Current, Savings and other deposits
Analysis of deposits

Deposits increased by 8% to Rs. 143.04 billion
as at December 31, 2007 as against Rs. 131.84 billion
last year. Analysis of deposits show that current
and saving deposits increased by 20% and 25%
respectively whereas negative growth of 26%
recorded in fixed deposits. The aggregate
number of accounts grew by 13% from 665,000
to 751,000 as at close of years 2006 & 2007
respectively - thus average deposit size further
strengthened.

(Rs billion)

2002

2003

2004
Saving

Time

2005

2006

Current

Earnings per share

Earning per share

2005

2006

2007

Operating Expenses to income

Earning per share (EPS) increased to Rs 8.92 per share from
Rs. 7.48 per share last year –restated for bonus shares issued
during 2007.

CAGR 7.1%
7.48

9.66

During the year, the operating expenses increased by 46%
over last year. The unprecedented upsurge in operating
expenses can be divided into usual and unusual factors.
The usual increases (around 27%) are the one emanating
from strategic branch expansion, whereas unusual items
are referred to cost effects of certain initiatives implemented
during the year (19%) such as additional expenses incurred
on change in corporate identity and compensation
realignment etc. Cost to Income ratio takes a downward
plunge. However, on a comparable basis i.e., excluding
exceptional items, there is a slight increase in the ratio.

6.32

3,283
2,594
1,438

1,093

1,845
2004

Operating Expenses

2007

Others

(Rupees)

2003

2007

NPL as % of Gross Advances

(Rs million)

2002

2006

13.42

Operating Expenses

Operating Expenses

88.40

71.62
46.34
2003

4,802

Non-Interest Income to Net interest income

Non mark-up / non interest income

2002

8.92

2003

15.31

2002

The Bank posted 39% increase in operating profit (i.e. profit
before provisions and taxation) over last year. Pre - tax
profit (after provisions) decreased by 31% entirely due to
taking exceptional hit of provision against NPLs of Rs.3.92
billion, inclusive of above additional FSV effect. However,
after tax profits grew by 19%, over the same period last year
due to tax credits on above one-off items and prior years’
tax reversals. Core-banking profits also decreased by 12%
from last year mainly due to abnormal increase in provisions
against NPLs as discussed above and increase in
administrative expenses.

31.34

1,503
1,178

1,203

723

1,097

1,047

1,299
502
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Financial Review
Shareholders’ Fund
12.3

(Rs billion)

11.1

Shareholders’ funds increased to Rs. 12.266 billion at the
end of December 31, 2007 from Rs. 11.053 billion, registering
an increase of 11%. The increase was the result of profit
earned during the year, the surplus on revaluation of assets
substantially decreased due to sale of some strategic
investments. The return on average shareholders’ funds
increased to 23.1% from 22.6% as of last year due to increase
in income.

40

8.8

35
30

4.2

6.0

25
20

5.0

Shareholders’ funds

Financial Calendar

15
10
5
0

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2007
1st Quarter Results issued on
2nd Quarter Results issued on
3rd Quarter Results issued on
16th Annual Report issued on
16th Annual General Meeting scheduled for
15% cash dividend & 35% bonus shares to be issued by

April 18, 2007
August 16, 2007
October 29, 2007
February 21, 2008
March 28, 2008
Within 45 days of AGM

2006
1st Quarter Results issued on
2nd Quarter Results issued on
3rd Quarter Results issued on
15th Annual Report issued on
15th Annual General Meeting held on
10% cash dividend & 50% bonus shares issued on

April 25, 2006
August 10, 2006
October 30, 2006
February 14, 2007
March 29, 2007
April 30, 2007

Summarized Quarterly Results
2006

Shareholders Fund

Return on Average Assets
145

(Percentage)

2nd Qtr

3rd Qtr

4th Qtr

1st Qtr

2nd Qtr

3rd Qtr

4th Qtr

Profit & Loss - For the Quarter
Total income
Mark-up / return / interest earned
Mark-up / return / interest expensed
Net mark-up / interest income
Provisions against non-performing assets
Non - mark-up / interest income
Operating expenses
Operating profit

3,328
2,830
1,648
1,181
330
498
759
920

3,556
3,006
1,579
1,427
260
550
787
1,190

3,817
3,258
1,777
1,481
152
559
933
1,107

4,036
3,504
1,973
1,531
387
533
805
1,258

4,197
3,592
2,102
1,490
97
605
942
1,153

4,438
3,692
2,195
1,497
608
746
1,073
1,170

4,476
3,897
2,254
1,643
187
579
1,470
752

6,598
3,962
2,135
1,828
3,030
2,635
1,316
3,147

Profit before tax
Taxation

590
176

930
226

955
340

871
354

1,056
329

561
(203)

565
197

117
(704)

Profit after taxation

414

704

615

517

727

765

368

822

85,588
25,817

89,811
28,152

89,780
28,477

99,179
28,626

97,191
30,714

97,172
36,236

94,879
42,651

100,780
39,431

19,141
3,226
3,315

25,871
3,300
3,693

27,298
3,261
3,668

30,605
3,810
3,813

27,165
4,083
4,637

38,190
4,503
4,546

31,255
5,003
4,731

31,297
5,128
5,535

Total assets

137,086

150,827

152,484

166,034

163,790

180,647

178,519

182,172

Liabilities
Customers deposits
Borrowings from financial institutions
Sub-ordinated loans
Other liabilities

107,381
13,162
2,999
4,502

122,543
10,860
2,999
4,520

122,701
10,741
2,999
5,568

131,839
14,964
2,999
5,178

126,779
16,353
2,998
5,804

142,255
15,936
2,998
6,021

142,436
11,338
2,998
8,461

143,037
17,554
2,997
6,318

8

Total liabilities

128,044

140,922

142,009

154,980

151,935

167,210

165,233

169,906

6

Shareholders' Funds
Share capital
Reserves and unapprpriated profit
Surplus on revaluation of assets
Total shareholders' funds

2,004
5,779
1,259
9,042

2,004
6,483
1,418
9,905

2,004
7,098
1,373
10,475

2,004
7,615
1,434
11,053

3,006
7,121
1,728
11,856

3,006
7,903
2,528
13,437

3,006
8,272
2,008
13,286

3,006
9,093
166
12,266

18.5%
1.5%

29.7%
2.0%

24.2%
1.6%

19.2%
1.3%

25.4%
1.8%

24.2%
1.8%

11.0%
0.8%

25.7%
1.8%

2.5

1.5

85

70

1st Qtr

2.0

107

Return on average assets at the close of 2007 was 1.54% as
against 1.40% last year, registering increase of 14 basis
points on the back of greater increase in profits compared
to assets.

1.0

0.5

0.0
2002
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Total Assets (Rupees in billion)

182

Return on Average Assets

166

145

12
10

107

Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) as at December 31, 2007
stood at 12.25% as against 10.93% last year, thus registering
an increase of 132 basis points. The increase reflects higher
growth in equity compared to risk weighted assets. CAR at
present level adequately meets the minimum requirement
of 8% prescribed by the SBP and provides sufficient leverage
to the Bank enhancing the shareholders’ value through
expansion in risk assets.

(Percentage)

14

Balance Sheet - At Quarter End
Assets
Advances
Investments
Cash, short term funds & statutory deposits
with State Bank of Pakistan
Operating fixed assets
Other assets

85

Capital adequacy

Capital Adequacy

2007

(Rupees in million)

166

Return on average assets

182

Return on average Shareholder’s Fund

70

38

4
2
0
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Total Assets (Rupees in billion)
Return on average Shareholder’s Fund

(Percent)

Ratios*
Return on average shareholders' funds (RoE)
Return on average assets (RoA)
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Share & Debt Information
1.

Share Information

1.1

The ordinary shares of Askari Commercial Bank are listed on the Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad stock exchanges. The audited
financial statements have been submitted to the stock exchanges within the requisite notice periods as required by the relevant
regulations. Askari Bank's Central Depository System ID is 05132.

Price Volume Chart during 2007
45,000

140

40,000

120

35,000

1.2

100

Market symbols
Karachi Stock Exchange
Reuters
Bloomberg

30,000

AKBL
ACBK.KA
ACBL:PA

25,000

80

20,000

60

15,000

1.3

Askari's Share price (Rupees)

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

40

High
during the year

Low
during the year

Close at
December 31

Number of
shares traded
during the year

16.45
27.90
53.90
98.25
133.25
145.00
128.75

10.35
13.50
21.30
50.61
70.00
68.00
75.50

13.30
26.85
51.50
94.00
126.80
104.95
99.75

51,396,000
36,984,000
96,059,000
1,043,563,300
612,803,600
444,476,500
1,628,929,400

10,000
20

5,000
–

–

Volume

Avg share price

Quarterly Analysis of Share Price
160
140
120

1.4

As at December 31

100

Askari's

80

Number
of shares

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
1.5

103,553,663
108,731,400
114,168,000
125,584,800
150,701,684
200,433,239
300,649,859

Shareholders'
funds

Market
capitalization

KSE's market
capitalization

Askari's share
in market cap.

60

Rs. in billion

Rs. in billion

Rs. in billion

%

40

2.58
4.17
5.05
6.02
8.81
11.05
12.27

1.38
2.92
5.88
11.80
25.41
21.04
29.99

297.42
595.21
951.45
1,723.45
2,746.56
2,771.11
4,329.91

0.46%
0.49%
0.62%
0.68%
0.93%
0.76%
0.69%

20

-

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Issue

1992
1993
1995
1996
1996
1997
1998
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Prior to public issue
Public issue
50% Rights issue @ Rs.10 per share
Bonus @ 15%
50% Rights issue @ Rs.20 per share
Bonus @ 10%
Bonus @ 15%
Bonus @ 5%
Bonus @ 5%
Bonus @ 5%
Bonus @ 5%
Bonus @ 10%
Bonus @ 20%
Bonus @ 33%
Bonus @ 50%

2

3

High
Closing
Opening
Low

Number of shares

Share capital (Rs)

15,000,000
15,000,000
15,000,000
6,750,000
22,500,000
7,425,000
12,251,250
4,696,312
4,931,101
5,177,712
5,436,568
11,416,794
25,116,947
49,731,555
100,216,620

150,000,000
150,000,000
150,000,000
67,500,000
225,000,000
74,250,000
122,512,500
46,963,120
49,311,010
51,777,120
54,365,680
114,167,940
251,169,474
497,315,549
1,002,166,196

300,649,859

3,006,498,589

4

1

2

Closing Price > Opening Price

Record of share issues
Year

1

3

4

1

2

3

4

Opening Price > Closing Price
High
Closing
Opening
Low

2.

Debts information

2.1

“Askari Bank has issued the following Term Finance Certificates (TFCs) - unsecured sub-ordinated debt, listed on the Lahore Stock
Exchange (LSE).”

2.2

Rupees in million

TFC - I

TFC - II

IPO investors
General Public
Underwriters

1,000
500
–

1,125
226
149

1,500

1,500

Market Symbols / IDs at LSE and ratings by PACRA:
TFC - I
TFC - II

2.3

Symbol / ID

Rating

TFCACBL
TFC2ACBL

‘AA-’
‘AA-’

Market value *

As at December 31, 2007
Interest rate applicable

5,100
5,000

11.70%
11.48%

TFCs prices

TFC - I
TFC - II
* based on marketable lots of Rs. 5,000
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A Decade of Performance
December 31

1998

Profitability
Total income
Interest income
Interest expenditure
Fee, commission and exchange income
Other income
Spread
Operating expenses
Operating profit
Provision against non-performing assets
Profit before taxation
Taxation
Profit after taxation

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007
Rupees in million

4,035
3,475
2,511
509
51
965
569
956
102
854
495
359

3,889
3,350
2,486
472
67
864
589
814
102
712
430
282

3,840
3,213
2,274
506
122
939
680
886
134
752
436
316

5,047
4,251
2,902
677
119
1,349
854
1,291
283
1,008
458
551

5,704
4,858
3,017
599
247
1,841
1,093
1,595
351
1,244
557
687

5,028
4,074
1,380
638
317
2,694
1,438
2,210
308
1,902
799
1,103

6,121
4,487
1,117
708
925
3,370
1,845
3,158
315
2,843
920
1,923

10,333
8,781
4,278
839
713
4,503
2,594
3,461
602
2,859
837
2,022

14,736
12,597
6,977
1,014
1,125
5,620
3,283
4,475
1,129
3,347
1,097
2,250

19,709
15,143
8,686
1,073
3,492
6,458
4,802
6,222
3,922
2,300
(381)
2,681

1,937
986
951
–

2,046
986
1,060
–

2,155
986
1,229
(60)

2,579
1,036
1,521
22

4,173
1,087
1,940
1,146

5,047
1,142
2,760
1,145

6,016
1,256
4,317
443

8,813
1,507
6,088
1,218

11,053
2,004
7,615
1,434

12,266
3,006
9,094
166

23,417
2,194
–
1,184

24,358
3,145
–
1,477

30,360
2,882
–
3,058

41,200
3,222
–
3,980

51,732
3,392
–
11,016

61,657
7,329
–
11,354

83,319
9,777
1,000
7,055

118,795
9,778
3,000
4,714

131,839
13,378
2,999
6,764

143,037
9,918
2,997
13,954

9,708
13,888
3,504
501
1,130
28,731

13,056
8,679
7,210
536
1,546
31,027

17,893
8,651
10,056
641
1,213
38,454

23,292
11,706
13,436
723
1,824
50,980

30,035
26,737
10,061
1,663
1,817
70,313

44,778
22,104
15,099
1,980
1,426
85,387

69,838
17,239
15,936
2,595
1,560
107,168

85,977
25,708
27,489
3,193
2,733
145,100

99,179
28,626
30,605
3,810
3,813
166,033

100,780
39,431
31,298
5,128
5,535
182,172

11.5
20.0
3.2

17.5
22.8
5.3

26.2
30.6
4.8

32.0
38.8
6.2

40.2
47.3
14.2

48.7
56.8
14.4

75.2
70.1
25.3

98.3
92.0
30.6

119.3
97.3
37.3

19.3
1.4
24.6
27.8
1.3
41.5
27.0
16.9
20.0
–
3.2
17.1
55.6

14.2
0.9
21.2
25.8
1.2
53.6
27.0
13.0
17.5
–
5.5
10.9
60.3

15.0
0.9
23.4
29.2
1.2
58.9
30.5
11.9
15.0
5.0
4.7
10.7
50.0

23.2
1.2
23.7
31.7
1.2
56.5
30.5
10.7
20.0
5.0
2.5
15.1
37.7

20.3
1.1
25.6
37.9
1.3
58.1
49.3
12.0
20.0
5.0
4.5
7.4
31.6

23.9
1.4
46.7
66.1
1.6
72.6
43.0
9.9
20.0
10.0
5.3
3.9
20.7

34.8
2.0
63.3
75.1
1.9
83.9
46.9
8.5
20.0
20.0
6.1
2.1
13.1

27.7
1.6
32.5
51.3
1.4
72.4
43.7
11.0
15.0
33.0
9.6
1.2
11.2

22.6
1.4
26.6
44.6
1.3
75.2
38.4
10.9
10.0
50.0
9.3
1.0
8.9

3.60
19.64
11.70

2.90
20.75
16.12

3.00
21.85
14.07

5.30
24.90
13.25

6.32
38.38
26.85

9.66
44.21
51.50

15.31
47.90
94.00

13.42
58.48
126.80

11.23
55.16
104.95

996
27

1,001
28

1,147
29

1,281
36

1,456
46

1,723
58

2,118
75

2,754
99

3,241
122

Shareholders’ funds
Total shareholders’ funds
Share capital
Reserves
Surplus on revaluation of assets

Liabilities
Customers deposits
Refinance borrowings
Sub-ordinated loans
Other liabilities

Assets
Advances
Investments
Cash, short term funds and statutory deposits with SBP
Operating fixed assets
Other assets
Total assets

Business transacted

Rupees in billion

Imports
Exports
Guarantees

119.3
83.0
44.3

Ratios
Return on average shareholders’ funds (RoE)
Return on average assets (RoA)
Profit before tax ratio
Gross spread ratio
Income / expense ratio
Advances to deposits (CDR)
Operating fixed assets to average shareholders’ funds
Capital adequacy ratio (CAR)
Rate of cash dividends
Rate of bonus issue
Price earning ratio (PE)
Dividend yield ratio
Dividend payout ratio

-%
-%
-%
-%
- times
-%
-%
-%
-%
-%
- times
-%
-%

Share information
Earnings per share (EPS)**
Net assets per share
Market value per share

Rupees

Other information
Number of employees (Regular)
Number of branches
* post balance sheet event
** based on number of shares outstanding at each year end

23.0
1.5
15.2
42.6
1.1
70.5
44.0
12.3
15.0 *
35.0 *
11.2
1.5
16.8
8.92
40.80
99.75
Numbers

3,834
150
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Statement Under Section 160(1)(b) & (c)

Notice of the 16th Annual General Meeting

of the Companies Ordinance, 1984

Notice is hereby given that the 16th Annual General Meeting of the shareholders of Askari Bank Limited (Formerly Askari Commercial
Bank Limited) [the Bank] will be held on Friday, March 28, 2008 at 1000 hours at Blue Lagoon Complex, opposite the outward gate of Pearl
Continental Hotel, Rawalpindi to transact the following business:

This statement sets out the material facts pertaining to the special business to be transacted at the Annual General Meeting of the Bank to
be held on 28 March 2008.

Ordinary Business

Term of office of the present Directors of the Bank will expire on March 24, 2008. The Board of Directors of the Bank will be re-constituted
for a fresh term of three years by electing nine Directors including one nominee Director of NIT.

1.

To confirm minutes of the 15th Annual General Meeting held on 29 March 2007.

2.

To receive, consider and adopt the financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2007 together with the Directors’ and
Auditors’ reports thereon.

3.

To consider and approve cash dividend @ 15%, that is, Rs.1.5 per ordinary share of Rs.10 each for the year ended 31 December 2007
as recommended by the Directors, payable to the members whose names appear in the Register of Members as at 18 March 2008.

4.

To appoint the Auditors of the Bank for the year ending 31 December 2008 and to fix their remuneration.

5.

To elect nine (9) Directors as fixed by the Board in accordance with the provisions of Section 178 of the Companies Ordinance 1984,
for a period of three years in place of the retiring directors namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Item No. 5 of the Notice – Appointment of directors

The Directors are interested to the extent that they are eligible for re-election as Directors of the Bank.
Item No. 6 of the Notice – Issue of bonus shares
The Directors are of the view that the reserves and profits of the Bank are adequate for the capitalization of a sum of Rs.1,052,275 thousand
for issue of the proposed 35% bonus shares and in this regard compliance has been made under Rule 6 of Companies (Issue of Capital)
Rules, 1996. Auditors’ certificate in respect of adequacy of reserves has also been obtained.

Notes

Lt. Gen. Imtiaz Hussain
Lt. Gen. (R) Zarrar Azim
Brig. (R) Muhammad Shiraz Baig
Brig. (R) Asmat Ullah Khan Niazi.
Brig. (R) Muhammad Bashir Baz.
Brig. (R) Shaukat Mahmood Chaudhari
Mr. Kashif Mateen Ansari
Mr. Zafar Alam Khan Sumbal
Mr. Muhammad Afzal Munif
Mr. Muhammad Najam Ali
Mr. Tariq Iqbal Khan (NIT Nominee)

1.

The Share Transfer books of the Bank will remain closed from March 19 to March 28, 2008 (both days inclusive). Transfers received at M/s
THK Associates (Pvt) Ltd. Ground Floor, State Life Building # 3, Dr. Ziauddin Ahmad Road, Karachi-75530, the Registrar and Share Transfer
Office of the Bank at the close of the business on March 18, 2008 will be treated in time for the purpose of the entitlement of cash dividend
and bonus shares to the transferees.

2.

Any person who seeks to contest the election of directors shall file the following with the Bank at its registered office not later than fourteen
days before the day of the above said meeting:
(i)

His/ her intention to offer himself / herself for election of Directors in terms of Section 178(3) of the Companies Ordinance, 1984,
[the Ordinance] together with (a) consent on Form 28 as prescribed by the Companies (Provisions and Forms) Rules, 1985 (b) a
declaration with consent to act as Director in the prescribed form under clause (ii) of the Code of Corporate Governance [the Code]
to the effect that he / she is aware of duties and powers of Directors as mentioned in Companies Ordinance 1984, the Memorandum
and Articles of the Bank and the listing Regulations of the Stock Exchanges and has read the relevant provisions contained therein;
and (c) a declaration in accordance with clauses (iii) and (iv) of the Code to the effect that he / she is not serving as a Director of
more than ten listed companies, and he / she is a registered National Tax Payer (except where he / she is a non-resident), that he / she
has not been convicted by a court of competent jurisdiction as defaulter in payment of any loan to a banking company, a development
financial institution or a non-banking financial institution.

(ii)

A specified affidavit as prescribed in the State Bank of Pakistan [SBP] BPRD Circular No. 12 dated 2nd June 2000 together with
prescribed Questionnaire in accordance with Prudential Regulation No. G-1 and the ‘Fit and Proper Test’ for the appointment of
Directors in terms of SBP BPD Circular No. 13 dated 17th May 2004 along with two recent photographs and a copy of CNIC (Passport
in case of foreign national). Copies of SBP circulars / annexures may be obtained from the SBP website or from the office of the
Company Secretary of the Bank. SBP circulars / annexures also list various persons who are not eligible to become director of a
bank. Any person with these anomalies is considered undesirable; and against the public interest in terms of SBP BPRD Circular
No. 12 dated 2nd June 2000.

Special Business
6.

To consider and if deemed fit, pass the following Resolution with or without modification(s):
RESOLVED THAT

7.

i.

a sum of Rs.1,052,275 thousand out of the profit available for appropriations as at 31 December 2007 be capitalized and be
applied to the issue of 105,227,451 ordinary shares of Rs. 10 each allotted as fully paid bonus shares to the members whose
names appear in the register of members as at the close of business on 18 March 2008 in the proportion of 35 shares for every
hundred shares held that is 35%.

ii.

the bonus shares shall rank pari passu in all respects with the existing shares except that these shares shall not qualify for
the dividend declared for the year ended 31 December 2007.

iii

members entitled to a fraction of a share shall be paid sale proceeds of their fractional entitlement, for which purpose the
fractions shall be consolidated into whole shares and sold through stock market.

iv

Directors be and are hereby authorized and empowered to give effect to this resolution and to do or cause to be done all acts,
deeds and things that may be necessary or required for the issue, allotment and distribution of Bonus Shares.

3.

A member entitled to attend and vote at the meeting is entitled to appoint a proxy to attend and vote for him / her. No person shall act as a
proxy, who is not a member of the Bank except that Government of Pakistan [GoP] or SBP or corporate entity may appoint a person who
is not a member.

4.

The instrument appointing a proxy should be signed by the member or his / her attorney duly authorized in writing. If the member is a
corporate entity (other than GoP and SBP), its common seal should be affixed on the instrument.

5.

The instrument appointing a proxy, together with Power of Attorney, if any, under which it is signed or a notarially certified copy thereof,
should be deposited, with the Company Secretary, Askari Bank Limited, 2nd Floor, AWT Plaza, The Mall, P.O. Box No. 1084, Rawalpindi
not less than 48 hours before the time of holding the meeting.

6.

If a member appoints more than one proxy, and more than one instrument of proxy is deposited by a member, all such instruments of proxy
shall be rendered invalid.

7.

The proxy form shall be witnessed by two persons whose names, addresses and CNIC numbers shall be mentioned on the form.

8.

Attested copies of the CNIC or passport of the beneficial owners and the proxy shall be furnished with the proxy form.

9.

The proxy shall produce his / her original CNIC or original passport at the time of meeting.

10.

In case of GoP / SBP / corporate entity, the Board of Directors’ resolution / power of attorney with specimen signature shall be submitted
along with proxy form to the Bank.

To consider any other business as may be placed before the meeting with the permission of the Chair.

B y order of the Board

Rawalpindi
February 21, 2008

A.J. Mubbashar
Company Secretary
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14.60%
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1.41%
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2005

2,300
1,902
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2,843
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3,347

Growth in Profit
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Growth in Total Assets
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10.25%

9.53%

4.38%

23.63%
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Pakistan’s economy performed well in the
fiscal year that ended in June 2007,
continuing on the higher growth trajectory
of the last four years. Overall GDP growth
at 7.0 per cent was on target, agriculture
was above target, as were services – led by
the financial sector. These broad trends are
expected to continue in the fiscal year
2007/08. However, the high rate of GDP
growth conceals weaknesses in industrial
growth, i.e. manufacturing and utilities. In
manufacturing the problems lie mainly in
the textile sector which is passing through
a difficult period with low capacity
utilization and low profitability in spinning
and in weak exports of finished goods.
Problems in the power sector have affected
the output of utilities, both electricity and
gas, as well as cause frequent outages of
electricity in Karachi with adverse effects
on manufacturing. Within manufacturing
cement continues to perform well and
construction remains buoyant with a
number of large projects initiated, some the
result of foreign investment.
Subsequent to June 2007 it is encouraging
to note that industrial output has increased
by 9.8 per cent on a year-on-year in October
2007 compared to the 6.8 per cent growth
achieved in 2006/07 suggesting a pick-up
in the pace of industrial growth during
January-October 2007. Notwithstanding
this improvement in industry, performance
of other areas of the economy remains
tentative. A significant area of concern in
overall economic performance is that overall
export growth was below target in 2006/07
(12 per cent as opposed to a target of 16-18
per cent) and has deteriorated further in
the second half of 2007. This, accompanied
by an increase in the prices of imports,
specifically oil and oil products, has widened

GR
CA

27

30.04

The economy

99.18

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I am
pleased to present the 16th Annual Report
of Askari Bank Limited along with the
audited financial statements and Auditors’
Report thereon, for the year ended
December 31, 2007.

Distribution of Funded outstanding advances
143.04

(Rs billion)
131.84

Growth in Deposits

(Rs billion)
100.78

Growth in Advances

107

Dear Shareholders

70
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2006

2007

the balance of payments deficit. Side by side
with a wider current account deficit inflation
remains stubbornly stuck at around 8 per
cent.
Despite these developments, overall
prospects for the fiscal year 2007/08 remain
broadly unchanged though with some
obvious downside risks that could arise
particularly if the international environment
worsens and political uncertainty becomes
prolonged. As of February 2008, the signs
are that there is likely to be only a modest
deceleration of GDP growth and this would
be mainly concentrated in the industrial
sector with services and agriculture
continuing to grow at their recent pace.

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Assuming that water availability is up to
expectations and the country is able to
produce a normal or near-normal wheat
harvest next year such an outcome should
reduce upward pressure on food inflation.
However, if the target for M2 growth of
around 14 per cent is exceeded substantially
– as it was in 2006/07 - overall inflation
would again exceed the State Bank’s
preferred rate of 6.5 per cent. On the
inflationary side it is probable that oil prices
could remain stable around $ 90 per barrel
or even ease somewhat over the next 6-9
months, especially if global growth loses
some of its buoyancy in view of the
predicted slowdown in US growth. This
could relieve some of the pressure on prices.

12.82%

Corporate Sector

Consumer Sector (Other than Staff Loans)

Agri business

Individuals

SMEs Sector

Commodity financing

Cement & construction

Leather products & shoes

Agricultural Sector.

Staff Loans

Chemical & pharmaceutical

Micellaneaous

Financial institutions

Sythetic & rayon

food, beverages & tobacco

Cotton products, apparel & garments

Fuel, energy & engineering

Transport

On balance, however, interest rates should
remain firm with a possible further
tightening on the cards as inflationary
pressures in the country continue on the
high side. For the Pakistan banking sector,
these phenomena would pose new
challenges for the preservation of the sector’s
recent growth and profitability as credit
demand from both corporations and
consumers loses some of its vim. By and
large, the weaker corporate demand for
credit is likely to persist over most of
2007/08. Overall, this could result in slightly
narrower spreads for banks and also some
deterioration in asset quality. In that event,
there could be a degree of pressure on banks’
earnings and profits in 2007/08.
As of February 2008, the impact of global
stock market volatility has been limited so
far. Pakistani banks are not directly involved
but the volatility and heightened uncertainty
in the global financial industry could
theoretically damage both domestic and
foreign investor sentiment in the months
ahead. Against this background, preserving
the momentum of domestic output growth
and corporate revenues and earnings thus
pose the main challenges for policy-makers
and for corporate decision-makers in the
country.

Operating results of the Bank
The profit for the year carries abnormal
effects of certain exceptional items, the most
significant ones are a) additional provision
of Rs.2.7 billion against non-performing
advances due to change in SBP’s Prudential
Regulations whereby benefit of forced sale
value (FSV) was abolished vide SBP, BSD
Circular No. 7 of October 21, 2007 and b)
gain on sale of strategic investment of Rs.2.1
billion - the former has significantly more
than offsetting impact, as evident.
Your Bank’s operating profit (before
provisions against non-performing
advances and taxation) for 2007 stood at
Rs.6.22 billion against Rs.4.47 billion last
year – an increase of 39%, mainly
attributable to 15% increase in net markup income and 113% increase in non fund
income on the back of one-off capital gains.
However, the profit before tax registered
decrease of 31% over the corresponding
year due to 248% increase in provisions
against non-performing loans & advances
(NPLs) as a consequence of above referred
change in SBP’s Prudential Regulations.
The profit after tax for 2007, increased by
19% over last year entirely on account of
tax credits recognized on the exceptional
items and tax reversals relating to prior
years.

By the end of 2007, deposits reached
Rs.143.04 billion from Rs.131.84 billion at
end 2006, an increase of 8% during the year.
The increase was mainly in local currency
deposits, which grew by 12%, to Rs.123.51
billion as of December 31, 2007 from
Rs.110.01 billion as of December 31, 2006,
while the foreign currency deposits
decreased by 11%, thus reflecting the
strengthening of Pak Rupee in the wake of
lower yields on Fcy deposits during 2007.
On the other hand, gross advances increased
by 5%, to Rs. 108.19 billion as of December
31, 2007 from Rs. 102.72 billion at the close
of last year. The increase in advances,
coupled with strengthening effective rate
of return, resulted in 15% increase in markup revenues from advances compared to
last year, despite rising NPLs. The
investment portfolio registered a growth of
38% over last year which stood at Rs.39.43
billion as at December 31, 2007 against Rs.
28.63 billion at December 31, 2006. The
corresponding increase in mark-up on
investments income was 36% over last year.
However, the aggregate increase of 20% in
total mark up income on all earning assets
is reduced to 15% in terms of net interest
income, as the aggregate cost of deposits
and borrowings increased by 24% in
complementarily to burgeoning rate of
return of higher deposit base.
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Earning per share

Funding Mix

(Rupees)
15.31

Earning Assets Mix

1.83%

7.79%

13.42

18.34%
10.46%

7.48

CAGR 7.1%

4.67%

18.85%

8.92

9.66

6.06%
50.39%

6.32
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4.14%

58.76%

18.71%

Cash and balances with treasury banks

Equity and debt instruments

Fixed deposits

Current accounts

Money market funds

Advances

Refinance borrowing from SBP

Saving deposits

Repo and other borrowings

Sub-ordinated loans

Federal Government securities

The non-fund income registered an increase
of 113% over last year, mainly attributable
to gain on sale of investments, increase in
the volume of trade business handled by
the Bank and overall increase in banking
operations.
Non Performing Loans by Sector

0.20% 4.40%0.49%
2.79%
9.18%
36.53%

14.13%

4.13%

28.15%

Administrative expenses increased by 46%
over last year. The unprecedented upsurge
in operating expenses is attributable to both
usual and unusual factors. The usual
increases (around 27%) are emanating from
strategic branch expansion and related
hiring, whereas unusual items are referred
to cost effects of certain initiatives
implemented during the year (19%) such
as additional expenses incurred on change
in corporate identity and compensation
realignment etc., besides abnormal
inflationary upsurge.

Agri business
Cement & construction
Chemical & pharmaceutical
Food, beverages & tobacco
Fuel, energy & engineering
Individuals
Leather products & shoes
Micellaneaous
Textile

As of December 31, 2007, non-performing
loans & advances stood at Rs.6.91 billion
against Rs.3.66 billion as of December 31,
2006, an increase of 89% mainly due to
further downgrade of few large exposures
as reported in our earlier communications
and new classifications. These exposures
are now in the last category of classification
of non-performing loans & advances and
have been fully provided for upto December
31, 2007. Consequent upon increase in
NPLs and above referred change in the
Prudential Regulations, the aggregate

provision against non-performing advances
stood at Rs.7.41 billion, and reflecting
increase of 109% over last year – the
provision for the year increased by 248%
compared to the last year. The ratio of nonperforming advances as a percentage of
total advances increased to 6.38% as of
December 31, 2007, against last year’s 3.56%.
The risk coverage of NPLs improved to
107% as against 97% last year. We would
like to mention that the strategies have been
developed to enhance effective management
of the loan portfolio by stemming further
flow of accounts into NPLs and boosting
recovery efforts for overdue amounts; the
benefits will be seen in the following years.

Earnings per share
The earnings per share increased by 19.25%
from Rs.7.48 per share as of last year to
Rs.8.92 per share as at December 31, 2007
after taking into account the number of
shares issued during 2007.
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2004

2005

2006

2007

Appropriations
The Board of Directors recommends the
following appropriations from profits for
the year ended December 31, 2007:

Profit after tax
for the year 2007
Appropriations:
Statutory reserve @ 20%
Proposed cash dividend
Capital reserve (reserve for
issue of bonus shares)
Revenue reserve
Total appropriations

2,681,012
(536,202)
(450,975)
(1,052,275)
(641,560)
(2,681,012)

The appropriation of capital reserve (reserve
for issue of bonus shares), amounting to Rs.
1,052,275 thousand will enable the Bank to
meet the enhanced Minimum paid-up
Capital Requirement of Rs.4.0 billion, as
required by SBP BSD Circular No.06 dated
October 28, 2005.

Askari’s Strategic Plan 2008-2010 and
its implementation
In today’s uncertain global economic
environment Askari Bank has taken a step
of major significance to assist its
management in having a more coherent
view of the future by formulating a 3 Years’
Strategic Plan for the period 2008-2010.
The Strategic Plan should provide a practical

but robust medium term framework to
configure Askari’s performance vis-‡-vis
the rest of the banking industry, to harness
and build upon the Bank’s many strengths
and thereby optimize the use of the Bank’s
financial and human resources to meet the
longer-term objectives of its stakeholders.
The Strategic Plan is a culmination of the
process of internal change and restructuring
that began in Bentota in July 2006. Askari
Bank has prepared its Strategic Plan keeping
in view not only the Strategic Plan of the
State Bank of Pakistan 2005-2010 but also
the likely performance of the Pakistan
economy and that of the wider financial
sector over the next few years. The overarching objective of the Strategic Plan is to
maintain and enhance over time Askari’s
position in Pakistan’s banking industry and
all the functional and qualitative objectives
of the Plan have been designed toward
meeting that objective.
As important as formulating the Plan itself,
the implementation of the Strategic Plan
needs a practical framework for its
implementation so that longer-term
objectives can be broken down into precise,
monitorable and measurable benchmarks
and targets. In this regard, the recently
initiated Annual Plan process provides an
effective framework for the implementation
of the Strategic Plan. Coincidentally, the
Annual Plan 2008 would be the first year
of the Strategic Plan, with monitoring and
evaluation of the two Plans done in tandem
at periodic intervals during 2008. All the
objectives of the Plan can be benchmarked
and monitored and deviations, if any noted
for corrective action.
From a domestic perspective, alongside its
traditional strengths, the Bank would need
to concentrate its efforts and shift its focus
to some extent in building market share in
consumer banking, agricultural and SME
finance and Islamic banking. Over the last
few years, Askari’s initiatives in the field of
agricultural finance have evoked an
overwhelmingly positive response from
Pakistan’s farming community. It is now
Askari’s responsibility to continue to deliver
value to the nation’s farmers in terms of

banking support and to do so in an efficient
manner with benefits for the Bank’s own
earnings and profitability.

Organizational restructuring
To enable the Bank to cope better with the
ever-changing dynamics of the market
place, both tangible and intangible, Askari
gave itself a new corporate identity in 2007.
The Bank’s name was changed from Askari
Commercial Bank Limited to Askari Bank
Limited, a new logo was chosen that
represented better the underlying values of
the Bank, its success to date as well as
pointing ahead to a brighter future. But,
merely having a new corporate identity can
never be an end in itself; it must be
accompanied by a commitment to achieve
the highest standards of integrity, customer
service, introducing new and innovative
products that genuinely benefit our
customers and must, above all, be a living
symbol of excellence that encompasses and
builds on the tripod of people, relationships
and partnerships – crucial pre-requisites
for Askari’s long term strength and
continued progress - in an atmosphere of
reliability, confidence and trust. A new
corporate identity is thus a new beginning,
a renewal and revitalization, and not an
end in itself.
Internally, the process of restructuring has
been accompanied by changes in the
organizational structure and functional
arrangements of the Bank. Apart from
changes in the Bank’s organogram, some
of the groups/divisions, such as RMG (Risk
Management Group), CAD (Credit
Administration Division), SAMD (Special
Assets Management Division), CFTUs
(Centralized Foreign Trade Units) have
been reorganized, or created anew, for better
operational efficiency.
From the perspective of staff motivation
the overall compensation and salary
structure has been aligned with the market
at considerable cost, around Rs 130 million
in 2007, and job description documents
(JDDs) have been updated to reflect more
accurately the roles played by these positions
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in the Bank. In this regard, the Performance
Management System based on well-defined
goals and responsibilities has been finalized
and the new performance appraisal system
would become effective during 2008.
Indeed, all staff policies are being reviewed
for market compatibility and relevance.
Your Bank being fully aware of its IT related
needs of today for Bank’s success,
satisfaction of its customers, shareholders
and regulators, has made arrangements for
the purchase of a modern Core Banking
System (CBS) to provide it with the requisite
IT support. When fully implemented, the
CBS will ensure the integrity and
confidentiality of all information available
within the Bank, guarantee its protection
from all threats, internal or external, and
satisfy all regulatory and legislative
requirements. In this regard, Askari Bank
has also taken rigorous steps to achieve
compliance with ISO 27001:2005 and it
should achieve this certification soon.

management strategy has been developed
that will further expand into a
comprehensive formulation of risk
management policies and procedures for
assessing, and mitigating/ controlling risk.
An independent risk management Group
ensures the integrity of the whole exercise
and implements the recommendations of
RMC, which evaluates the Bank’s existing
risk review and risk management function.
Changes to the existing risk management
framework are implemented, as and where
warranted. The Bank strengthened the
credit initiation and review/approval process
by incorporating Credit Risk Rating in the
approval process for corporate, commercial
and SME proposals while Risk Scoring
Model is introduced into lending under
Consumer Banking. This has positioned
the Bank to build the database required to
adopt the Basel II Internal Ratings Based
(IRB) approach by January 1, 2010 which
is State Bank of Pakistan’s deadline for
implementation of the approach.

Risk management framework
Your Bank fully recognizes that the risk
management function is fundamental to
the business of banking and is an essential
element of our banking strategy. Since the
issuance of guidelines on risk management
and the subsequent Institutional Risk
Assessment Framework (IRAF)
questionnaire by the State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP), the Bank has adopted a holistic
approach and has been engaged in extensive
and detailed evaluation and assessment of
its risk management framework in all areas
of banking activity.

Askari Bank is fully geared to implement
Basel II by adopting the internal rating
approach and associated risk management
IT tools. The new framework is an
improvement on the existing rules by
aligning regulatory capital requirements
more closely to the underlying risks that
banks face. In addition, the Basel II
framework is intended to promote a more
forward-looking approach to capital
supervision, one that encourages banks to
identify the risks they may face, today and
in the future, and to develop or improve
their ability to manage those risks.

The Risk Management Committee (RMC)
being a subcommittee of the Board of
Directors continues to play its role as an
effective medium for the implementation
of the risk management system of the Bank.
The RMC is responsible for maintaining
oversight of the identification,
measurement, monitoring and control of
the Bank’s principle business risks,
adherence to internal risk management
policies and compliance with risk related
regulatory requirements. Based on the
guidelines issued by the SBP, a risk

The year 2007 has been very challenging
for the banking industry as in addition to
slow growth in advances, the benefit of
forced sale value (FSV) of collaterals was
withdrawn against all non-performing loans
(NPLs) except housing finance for
calculating provisioning requirement. This
additional requirement of provisioning has
eroded a significant portion of the
profitability of the banking industry.
However, it is a one time policy measure
and hopefully banks would be in a better
position by next year.

Statement on internal controls
We believe that internal controls contribute
to more effective management by both the
Bank's Board and management. Assets can
be protected and fraud and financial
mismanagement can be prevented by a
strong internal control culture within the
Bank. Internal controls are the means to
ensure compliance with external laws and
regulations as well as with the Bank's own
internal policies.
The management of Askari Bank
endeavours to attain a more professional
and efficient working environment by
establishing and maintaining adequate and
effective internal control systems. The
management of the Bank fully recognizes
and appreciates the value and significance
of internal controls and ensures the presence
of an efficient and effective control system
by identifying control objectives, devising
pertinent policies/procedures and
establishing relevant control mechanisms
covering all areas of its activities, after
approval from the competent authority.
M/s BDO Ibrahim & Co., Chartered
Accountants, an outsourced consultants
specialized in audit and control procedures
who were engaged to conduct a full scope
review of the internal control environment
of the Bank; carry out gap analysis to
evaluate the vulnerabilities of the Bank’s
internal systems and recommending
improvements for achieving internal control
certification has submitted their reports
after over a year’s systematic review of
processes and procedures of the Bank.
Following the recommendations of the
consultants, the Bank has successfully
authenticated and applied an Internal
Control Systems Review based on testing
requirements. The gaps identified are being
filled by amending / formulating the
requisites policies / procedures etc. The
Review has established that all risk mitigants
are in place and there are no material
shortcomings in the internal control systems
of the Bank.
In addition, appropriate test of transactions,
observations on the control environment,

sharing of findings on the internal control
system and ensuring relevant and
appropriate follow-up and corrective
measures are also being carried out by
management on a regular basis. The
management of the Bank feels confident
that through the adoption of the above
measures, the Bank’s internal control
environment is at an adequate level and is
being further strengthened.

Credit rating
Credit ratings represent the Bank’s ability
to effectively implement its various planned
measures to manage the steadily increasing
competition in the banking sector, thereby
helping to protect its relative standing in
the sector.
Askari Bank has been assigned long term
rating at ‘AA’ and short term rating at ‘A1+’
by the Pakistan Credit Rating Agency (Pvt)
Limited (PACRA). The ratings reflect the
Bank’s strong capital structure supported
by sound profitability. Taking a note of the
fast changing banking dynamics, the
management has put in place a well
conceived strategy to improve the Bank’s
performance and strengthen its risk
management framework, ensuring its strong
standing within the sector.
According to PACRA “these ratings reflect
sustained ability of revenue growth from
core operations while maintaining a low
risk profile and also dynamic as well as
efficient fund deployment strategy. Going
forward, given the strong technological
platform and enhanced geographical
outreach, the Bank is well positioned to
maintain its competitive edge despite an
increasingly competitive operation
environment.”

Capital adequacy
As of December 31st 2007 your Bank’s
capital adequacy ration (CAR) stood at
12.25% as against 10.93% at the close of
last year. The increase reflects higher growth
in equity compared to risk weighted assets.
Bank’s CAR is at a comfortable level,

compared to SBP requirement of a
minimum 8% and provides sufficient room
for further augmentation in risk assets
necessary for the continued growth of the
Bank.

expansion and business development in the
area shall remain a priority in the years
ahead.

Askari Investment Management
Limited (AIML)

Branch network
Your Bank is fully aware that the branch
network has direct implications on the
services that it provides to its valued
customers. During the year, your bank
opened 28 new branches including 8
dedicated Islamic Banking branches. We
now offer services through a network of
150 branches, including the Offshore
Banking Unit in Bahrain. Through this
branch network, we are able to present our
wide range of products and services to our
valued customers. Further expansion will
continue during 2008 and work is already
underway at some proposed locations.
Strategic branch expansion remains our
priority to cover all important towns and
cities and to explore new markets in the
smaller towns for our retail, agriculture and
Islamic Banking products and services,
supported by our technology based services
such as on-line banking and ATMs.

Islamic Banking
The year 2007 was effectively the first full
year of operations for Islamic Banking.
During a very short period since its
inception, the total branch network has
reached 14 with eight new Islamic banking
branches opened during 2007. The branch
network now covers all major cities of the
country. A comprehensive range of Islamic
Banking products and services are being
offered by Askari Bank, in order to meet
customer’s demand for Shariah Compliant
Banking, in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Islamic Corporate Banking,
Islamic Investment Banking,
Islamic Trade Finance,
Islamic General Banking and
Islamic Consumer Banking.

In order to realize potential in this sector,
the Bank’s concerted efforts for strategic

Askari Investment Management Limited
(AIML) is the first subsidiary of the Bank
and is regulated under the Non-Banking
Finance Companies (NBFC) Rules 2003
and licensed by the Securities and Exchange
Commission of Pakistan (SECP). The
primary business of AIML is to launch and
manage mutual funds investments.
However, AIML also offers advisory services
to institutional clients.
AIML’s first open ended income fund,
Askari Income Fund (AIF), during the year
has achieved many landmarks; fund size
reached Rs.13.2 billion with annual yield
of around 10%. AIF has been assigned a 5star performance rating by PACRA, which
is the highest rating possible for a mutual
fund. This rating reflects the superior risk
adjusted performance of the fund for FY07.
AIF aims to provide its investors a broad
range of asset classes so as to diversify fund
risk and optimize potential returns. During
the year, AIML also launched another fund
i.e., Askari Asset Allocation Fund.
Consolidated financial statements of the
Bank and AIML for the year ended
December 31, 2007 are included in this
report.

Askari Securities Limited (ASL)
During the year, the Bank has acquired
controlling interest of Askari Securities
Limited (ASL) by virtue of purchasing 74%
shares of ASL.
ASL is an incorporated public limited
company and a corporate member of
Islamabad Stock Exchange (Guarantee)
Limited, which principally engaged in share
brokerage, investment advisory and
consultancy services. We believe that this
will further expand the scope of our services
to valued customers while contributing to
the bottom line profits of the Bank.
Consolidated financial statements of the
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Bank and ASL for the year ended December
31, 2007 are included in this report.

Awards and recognition
During the year, Askari bank won “The
Best Consumer Banking Award 2006” for
three consecutive years by Consumer
Association of Pakistan.

Pattern of shareholding
The pattern of shareholding at the close of
December 31st, 2007 is included in this
report.
Corporate and financial reporting
framework:
• The financial statements, prepared by
the management of the Bank, present
fairly its state of affairs, the results of its
operations, changes in equity and cash
flows.
• Proper books of accounts of the Bank
have been maintained.
• Accounting policies have been
consistently applied in preparation of
these financial statements except as stated
in the notes to the financial statements
and accounting estimates are based on
reasonable and prudent judgment.
• International Accounting Standards, as
applicable to banking companies in
Pakistan, have been followed in
preparation of these financial statements.
• The system of internal control, which is
in place, is being continuously reviewed
by the internal audit department and
other such procedures. Such review
processes will continue and any weakness
in controls will be removed.
• The Board of Directors is satisfied with
the Bank’s ability to continue as a going
concern.
• There have been no material departures
from the best practices of corporate
governance as detailed in the Listing
Regulation No.37 of the Karachi Stock
Exchange (Guarantee) Limited.
• Key operating data and financial data for
the last ten years, in summarized form,

are included in this Annual Report.
• There are no statutory payments on
account of taxes, duties, levies and
charges which are outstanding as of
December 31st, 2007, except as disclosed
in these financial statements.
• The following is the value of investment
as at December 31, 2007:

Events after the balance sheet date

– Provident Fund Rs.694.26 million,
based on un-audited financial
statements (2006 Rs.535.11 million)
– Gratuity Fund Rs.249.66, based on unaudited financial statements (2006: Rs.
204.80 million )
• During 2007, 4 meetings of the Board of
Directors were held. Attendance by each
Director was as follows:

It is expected that there would be only a
modest slowdown in the pace of growth of
Pakistan’s GDP in fiscal 2007/08. The main
impact of such a slowdown is expected to
be felt in the area of foreign trade, both
imports and exports, while the demand for
private credit could slow further. There is
a degree of uncertainty associated with the
turbulence in international financial
markets but its direct impact on Pakistan’s
domestic economy is expected to be
minimal. Overall prospects for the banking
sector suggest a continuation of the trends
of the last three years.
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Auditors
The Auditors, M/s A.F. Ferguson & Co.,
Chartered Accounts have completed their
assignment for the year ended December
31st, 2007 and shall retire at the conclusion
of the 16th Annual General Meeting. Upon
recommendation of the Audit Committee,
the Board recommends appointment of M/s
A.F. Ferguson & Co., Chartered
Accountants, as the auditors for the year
2008.

There have not been any material events
that occurred subsequent to the date of the
Balance Sheet that require adjustments to
the enclosed financial statements.

Prospects for 2008
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